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TURBO-BLOWER Rigi? 
300, 000 Ib. 
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wre A) wy, A 

AIR + ORE + COKE + FLUX = PIG + SLAG + DUST 
ZEOQ 000/bLs 4,480, 000 lbs 2000,000/bs 300,000/bs 2,240 000/bs 2,600,000/bs 150,000/bs 

An Ingersoll-Rand turbo blower serving an aver: 

age 100o-ton blast furnace handles approximately 

26 times its own weight in air each 24 hours. 

More air is used than the combined weight of all 

other ingredients. This relationship is shown clearly 

by the above diagram, which picturizes the approx- 

imate daily consumption of a 10co-ton furnace. 

*Balance of this equation is blast furnace gas 

INGERSOLL-RAND CO. - 11 Broadway - New York City 
Branches or distributors in principal cities the world over 

For Canada Refer—Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co., Limited, 10 Phillips Square, Montreal, Quebec 
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WHAT YOUNGER COLLEGE MEN ARE DOING WITH WESTINGHOUSE 

Mad 
Ccuippi ion. 

quip Dp: 7g ra building would satisfy here. 
nT Chancellor John Gabbert Bow- 

A Cathedral of a4 mn } man envisioned a Cathedral of 

. 7 i i Learning, an edifice that would 
Learning ‘ | i ly express the essential self of the 

: | i id A] steel center of the world, a 
for the University he Wy L a structure with more power, 

: wa Bae more spirit of achievement and 
of Pittsburgh Nh I | il reverence in it than had ever 

. tea before been attempted. A great 
A architect put his soul into the 

Nine years ago the University i Biya making of the plans. Leading 
of Pittsburgh, then a hundred b j a 1 a suppliers were called on for the 
and thirty-six years old, faced : UG Hy materials for the realization of 
an urgent need for larger quar- be eee Pa Hi ii Chancellor Bowman’s dream. 
ters. To extend its restricted ria Va ay To Westinghouse engineers 
campus was almost out of the | ih |i. i a t. a | i came the assignment of provid- 
question, for a city had built | Beg Pee) | a ing the electrical and elevator 
up around it. The logical direc | AMSG 8 0 || | equipment for this great struc- 
tion for expansion was into sao. e i ture. Recognized as a great 
the air. f 7 a 1 i clearing house for electrical 

American business had. long ap obe f tn development, the Westing- 
before faced the same situation, Lil house organization draws inter- 
and met it with the skyscraper. a i y 1 i yt esting assignments in every 

But no conventional business ay i | i IT | field of human activity. 
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A SPECIAL STEEL THAT ENDURES the merciless punishment 

of speed, stress and shock without perceptible wear— 

balls and raceways that defy imagination with their 

matchless perfection—these suggest the superlative 

; quality of New Departure Ball Bearings. And they 

explain, too, why engineers select New Departures 

. for long, hard service wherever the wear and waste 

of friction are to be eliminated to the last possible 

degree. For pure, rolling motion is frictionless and 

NOTHING ROLLS LIKE A BALL 
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Some Problems of the Young Engineer 
By RicHarD NELLER, ch’28 

Cc] ADIES and gentlemen” drawled the overstuffed who has just weathered his first two years in the industry 
L afterdinner speaker (whereupon I took one last and is more than ever in love with his profession. 

drink of water as the chairs were being turned around) The usual criticism of the young engineer entering the 
“your toastmaster has asked me to address you this even industry is that he is too cocky. He overestimates his 
ing, but inasmuch as I have sa ability to cope with problems 
been very busy this week I have which old-timers with less tech- 
not had time to prepare a speech nical training but considerably 

So I hope. . . . blah blah. . . .” . more practical experience have 

BZZZzzz2z. . . . As the speaker ee been working on for years. It 
proceeded to prove his intro- oe is quite the orthodox thing to 
ductory statement I dozed off in- oe oe is lecture to the seniors on the im- 

to the realm of blessed uncon- . a portance of forgetting that they 
sciousness. ' : ¢ ee have been to college and of 

When the clapping of hands 4 es entering upon their new work 
brought me back into the world Gs = my with the attitude of humble ap- 
of reality an hour and a half |f ; Bis oa prentics. But it so happens that 

later I recalled that my last wak- : ee oo. a those of us who desregard such 

ing thought had been that some a8 pe lectures have to get the conceit 

day I would make a speech that s e knocked out of us by experience 

started like this: ‘ : Begik anyway, and those of us listen 

“Gentlemen, your toastmaster - with an attentive ear and do 

has asked me to speak to you . Bok. profit by such advice have already 
and I thank you for the honor oe / become masters of our pride. 

that you have extended to me |f i 4 ‘Be. So let’s turn our thoughts to 

through his invitation. Tf my [f : op : é some of the other problems of 

address is unworthy of this [7 POR ? the young engineer. 

honor it is not because I have a » N % I think the average graduate 

failed to devote the time and |/@ee ge from the better technical schools 

effort to its preparation that |; age of the country leaves college 

your attention deserves. I shall |p Ve : with the following phases of his 

talk to you for thirty minutes.” |} education developed to a point 

And it is with some such re- ( where they will give him a 

mark as this that I wish to tremendous advantage over un- 

preface this article. Your editor Richard Neller trained competitors: 

seems to be under the impression that I might have some- (a) the ability to study efficiently and to employ the 

thing to say about the problems of the young engineer. literature as a means of reducing experimental work 

If you find that I haven’t, that’s his mistake. (b) familiarity with the main branches of science and a 

I am speaking from the standpoint of a young engineer working knowledge of each
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(c) the ability to express thoughts clearly and to report And to write such reports requires a knowledge of the 
information and opinions in such a way that others English language ‘as she is spoke’ by technical men. A 
can understand them knowledge of grammar is important to the extent that 

Assuming that we all enter the industrial world with ambiguity and verbosity are reduced to a minimum and 
these qualities, we are confronted with the problem of that clarity and directness are at a maximum without 
mastering the following: sacrificing brevity. The little niceties of English that dis- 

(1) the ability to work with men of all degrees of edue tinguish the cultured man from the man-on-the-street are 

cation and to preserve friendly relations with them. not essential provided that the above conditions are met 
(2) the ability to recognize problems and to determine without them. I think it was the Octopus that printed 

the method of solving them. this one: 

(3) the ability to sell ideas. Proprietor: Who's that knocking on the door? 

I find that a practical means of approach to the first of Voice: It is I. 

these is to ask myself “What qualities do I dislike in Proprietor: No schoolteachers admitted. 

others?” and then try to avoid them myself. There is no But I am getting off on one of my pet subjects, namely a 
more unsound statement than the old saying ‘Do not judge special English course for engineers to be put in place of 

others by yourself’. By all means do judge others by your’ the regular freshmar English course. Before leaving this 
self. When you find that you are developing a dislike for matter of report writing let me emphasize again the im- 

one of the men in the plant, take a moment to analyse the portance of reports in selling ideas, and let me suggest that 

situation and to locate the disturbing factor. When you you can improve them very often by reading them aloud 

have done that you will have found one of the things which before drawing the final copy. 

is to be avoided. Occasionally you may find that the dis- One of the biggest problems of the young engineer is 

like was based on some absurd little petty factor which you this: Shall I jump around from one company to another 

can condition yourself to overlook. In fact, this is more for a few years to build up experience, or shall I stick with 

often than not the case; for is it not so that to have friends one organization? There is much difference of opinion 

one must be a friend? among men on this matter. I am of the old school that 

Perhaps the most important factor in gaining the liking teaches to put all your eggs in one basket and then watch 

of the man is to show that you are not afraid of work. the basket. I believe in carefully selecting the company 
This does not mean to pitch in and work in spurts, but to for which I'd like to work and then sticking with that 
do an honest day’s work day in and day out, not asking company as long as they give me a fair shake. Look well 

any special privileges or dispensations that would create a at the history and consider carefully the future of the 

barrier of distinction. company. Ask yourself whether its financial condition is 

The second quality to be developed by the young sound enough and its interests diverse enough to be able to 
engineer in the industry is the ability to recognize problems. weather rough going on the stormy sea of business. Then 

For four years we have problems handed to us on a silver look into the personnel and see what progress has been 
platter and we gripe like hell if the prof. leaves out some made by young blood coming into the organization. All 
data which is necessary for the solution. That’s all well these things are good criteria by which to select the firm 

and good during the training period when we are learning with which to make a connection. 
the tricks of solving problems, but in the industry we must Just a word about “pull”, or “contact” as it is called 
be able to recognize these problems in their countless dis- in more refined language. In modern business there are 
guises; we must go into the kitchen, even back to he soil few men who can hold their jobs on sheer pull—they must 

itself, and prepare our own dish of problems. And we all have the goods or they are replaced by men who are com- 
get our share of ‘bride’s biscuits’. petent. But on the other hand, many men get their jobs 

An engineer in a position of responsibility has men under through contacts. It is only natural that when there is a 

him to solve problems—it is up to him to hunt for a prob- vacancy in a responsible position the employers will call 

lem to solve or to analyse an existing situation so that he to mind the men they know. If two men are otherwise 
may divide it into solvable problems and present them equal, the man who is known will be given the opportunity 
clearly and concisely to the staff. Some lucky fellows;‘are: over the man who is unknown. Why are so many of our 
born with an eagle eye for spotting trouble and analysing Prom chairmen campus and football heroes? It is not 
it; the rest of us have to gain that insight by hard work. because some of the more obscure men could not handle the 
We must ask questions to the point where we make a job as well, but it is because the men in campus activities 

nuisance of ourselves; we must be skeptical until we are in and sports are widely known. It works the same way in 

danger of getting a good poke in the nose. industry. 

The third quality, and the one which brings home the And now after all this advice and blarney, let’s not get 

gravy, is the ability to sell our ideas. How we cuss and so befuddled that we can’t see the woods for the trees. 
swear at those Steam and Gas reports! But take it like With our noses close to the trail we lose our perspective. 
castor oil if you can’t take it like orange-juice, because you Let's sit calmly by the wayside for a moment and let the 
need it. It’s got vitamines in it. You'll have to be able world pass by. We see the birth of a generation and 

to write reports, reports that are clear cut and concise, re- watch it struggle and tussle and fight and hustle through a 
ports that make the boss say, “That boy knows his suff”. (Continued on page 308) 
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The Mobilization of Industrial Organizations 
for War Service 

By FRANKLIN T. MATTHIAS, c’30 

ACK in the days of Frederick, Alexander, and Napo- ment’s effective utilization of its industries, First of 
B leon, warfare was a simple proposition as compared all in the formation of a plan for efficient wartime 
with the present time. The “Powers that be” in the army control of industry comes the question of what supplies 
organization of those days could concentrate almost en- will be needed and which sections of the country 
tirely on the developments of tactics, strategy, and the can best supply them. The General Staff, in cooperation 
training of an adequate personnel, without much regard with the Assistant Secretary of War, is preparing tables of 
for the complicated system of supply of munitions, food, organization and equipment which will furnish the basis 
clothing and the scientific offensive machines which has for the determination of the initial requirements for each 
necessarily been built up in the mobilization of a modern unit. On the basis of these tables, each branch of the 
army. Armies in those days lived on the fat of the land army prepares quantitative lists of the necessary supply per 
where the fat was available, and unit and each supply branch 
sucered when supplies were not fach Army Branch Prepares Quantitative kists of Supplies Required per Unit then prepares similar lists of 

forthcoming in their immediate the articles which it can furnish. 
vicinity. The lists thus prepared are 

With the development of turned over to the Secretary of 
science in industrial practice and War who is charged with the 
machine construction, the offen- procurement of the necessary 
sive power of armies increased EE SSS supply. 
due to the increased efficiency In order that adequate plans 
caused by the development of for such procurement may be 
scientific and mechanical aids. made, it is necessary that a de- 
The fighting power per man has inte coneeesevmen ce Hoksttore aa sina tailed study of the facilities of 
increased proportionately with industries which may be required 
industrial progress. The armies to produce them. This study 
of early days could not have uct a alee fae te Pe anton at ogee, ag entails a consideration of sources 
hoped to resist the offensive army in the event that a sudden major emergency does of material, requirements of ma- 
power of a modern army even °¢¢ur- terial, rate of production, and the 
though they did outnumber them in personnel. They possible methods of increasing the rate of production in a 
would have been helpless against an army using gas, major emergency when industrial workers are not easily 
machine guns, airplane bombs, high explosive artillery available. Also, suitable substitutes for required material 
projectiles, and other mechanical machines which are used must be provided for if it is shown the standard supply 
by present armies. Almost daily, during the world war, will possibly be deficient in quantity. 
either one side or the other utilized some recent invention The study is being carried out by a department under 
or scientific discovery to increase its offensive power. the control of the War Department. It is headed by a 
Never before in world history has such a formidable array Director of Procurement and Planning and is composed of 
of weapons or so elaborate a system of defense fortifications army officers detailed from all branches of the military 
been brought into a military conflict as was done in the service. The department does not directly devise plans for 
World War. the procurement of such things as power, labor and trans- 

Practically all these new additions to military power have portation, but it does direct the work of the supply branches 
been brought about by the great march of industry and of the service in the preparation of such plans. 
science. Our problem, then, in perparing for possibilities In order to coordinate the work, to provide smaller units 
of future wars, is to provide a working plan whereby a with which to work and to distribute the industrial load 
sudden and complete utilization of our country’s industrial evenly over the country, the United States has been divided 
resources by the national government, and the maintenance into fourteen procurement districts. Each army branch is 
of such resources on an efficient and productive basis can required to keep separate files for their reports on industrial 
be effected. Thus, it becomes evident that future wars will conditions and required supply for each procurement dis- 
be won, not merely by the superior numbers of personnel trict, so that, in case of an emergency, a district office can 
and the superior strategy used, but more largely by the ex- be organized immediately with all the material and data 
tent of the country’s scientific development and the govern- (Continued on page 310)
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Patent Engineering 
By O. W. Srorey, ch’10 . 

CE ATENT ENGINEERING”, a comparatively new since technical ability and knowledge is required primarily. 

P title applied to a somewhat older profession, seems The patent engineer sifts and sorts and condenses the in- 

to have been first suggested by Robert E. Naumberg in an formation he obtains and furnishes patent counsel with the 

article in The Tech Engineering News. Excerpts of this technical essentials thereby allowing him to concentrate on 

article appeared in The Literary Digest for April 18, 1925. the legal aspects. 

Naumberg defined a patent engineer as a “person who The various research men, development engineers, fore- 

can design a new machine in men, superintendents, and other 

accordance with a knowledge of So — o 9) technical men seldom have the 

patent law and of existing i“ “a - : training which permits them to 

patents, just as intelligently as a ae ~ : "| determine what is essential data 

mechanical or civil engineer de- = ~ | fo. patent purposes and there- 

signs a piece of mechanism or a : F ae re fore they should not be in di- 

structure in accordance with the ; ieee 8 Or as rect contact with patent counsel. 

laws of nature. A patent engi- rd = “~~ ; It is apparent that a technical 

neer is no more discouraged by a o 2. . “ e 4 - /| man, with a thorough knowledge 

legal obstacle than a mechanical peal oo Po | of the details of the company’s 

engineer is by a mechanical - i . << oe oe work, and with a knowledge of 

obstacle.” This definition cor- te af ee patents and patent law must be 

rectly defines a hybrid profession | | the contact man. The patent 

combining a patent lawyer and _ Nim| technician or patent engineer 

an engineer but it is too narrow " a 4 | must therefore keep in close 

for the patent engineer of to- : oe ea * : oo touch with the details of the 

day who need not be primarily 2a : ee oe corporation’s work. He must 

an engineer but may be a : 2 | understand what is being done 
; 4 5 5 Pe Oe RI Se a eG - chemist, metallurgist, bacteriolo- oe pe . PF > ogee and why it is being done. 

gist, etc. Pe ee ef | Often he must help guide the 

What are the duties of the : Se j fo ‘ or. work through a maze of interfer- 

patent engineer? Why shouldn't |P pe eo a Fe ing patents. This requires con- 

the technical advisor of a corpora- oo. 4 ae (2 44) tinual study on his part. 

tion or patent counsel for a cor- E 2 oo oF Pig or : eI The patent engineer can best 
poration take over his duties? |g. 0 aa ae Po keep in touch with the technical 

What are his qualifications? J . details by conferring with the 

What is his future? I will en- Oliver’ W. Storey, Engineer for Burgess Laboratories ecobers of thé production, re- 

deavor to answer these questions, basing my answer prima’ search, and development departments, but he must 

rily on my own observations and experiences. supplement such conferences with his own independent 

The statement is made that a “corporation large enough studies to better understand what is being done and 

to carry on research work is too large to neglect its patent to independently check the information furnished to 
protection”. This statement may be further amplified to him. By thus keeping in close touch with the work he 

the effect that if a corporation is to have patent protection recognizes patentable improvements when they are made 

it should have the best. And I believe further that patent and takes the proper steps to protect them, he becomes 
engineers are essential in any organization set up to obtain familiar with the many details so that he can write the 

the best patent protection. strongest possible patent applications, and he can advise the 

I assume that the corporation has competent patent technical departments about the best further lines of re- 

counsel. How can he best keep in touch with the many search and development to avoid infringing prior patents 

activities of the corporation that have a bearing on patents? and also to secure the strongest possible patent protection. 

I do not believe that he should be burdened with un- It is my experience that the patent engineer thinks in 
essential technical details and routine matters. Therefore a terms of breadth of invention since he unconsciously 

technical man with a knowledge of patent law (patent formulates patent claims as soon as he understands or 
engineer) should be in close touch with these activ’ties thinks he understands an invention. This ability of the 

LS _ aa a aa aa a
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patent engineer and the patent attorney to see the broad pass on the patentability of the new developments or dis- 

applications of an invention is often surprising to the coveries at various stages of progress. 

technical inventor whose vision often is limited to the The patent engineer prepares the patent applications for 

narrow confines of his work. As an example, if the in- the patent attorney. This is an excellent system since he 

vention has to do with paper the patent engineer im- js in a position to become familiar with all angles of an 
mediately thinks of the properties and constitution of invention, and it is possible for him to have personal con- 

paper. Since it is a fibrous material he immediately wishes ferences at any time with the inventor and other employees 

to know if the invention can be applied to fibrous ma- who may have knowledge of the invention. Such con- 
terials in general. Fibrous materials may suggest cotton, ferences are much to be preferred over correspondence. In 

wool, asbestos, silk, and other fibrous materials. It also such a patent system patent counsel acts in an advisory 

may suggest cloth, burlap, rope and other fabrics. It may capacity as the application seldom needs more than a few 

suggest wood. He will want to know whether the new changes. He files the applications with the patent office 
development can be applied to all of these materials. If it and pilots the application through the patent office where 

can the claims should be broad enough to cover them. his legal skill is usually required, especially if an  inter- 

This enlarged perspective of the patent engineer is an ference is fought or the rejection of claims is appealed. 
excellent reason for not allowing the The patent engineer, of course, assists 

untrained man to communicate di [> ~~..——O—,. —]]—shim in the technical matters which 

rectly with patent counsel who may | WIDENING THE ENGINEERING arise during the prosecution of the 

be familiar enough with the technical HORIZON application. Since patent counsel is 

details to broaden the invention, and . . skilled in court procedure he takes 

as a result a narrow patent of The coming of the patent engi complete charge in infringement 

limited scope and of little value ma neer marks another advance im the actions. / Scop ° alue: may: field of engineering. It is another 
be obtained. The broader and more phase in the increasing importance An important function of the 
valuable features may be omitted and of engineering experience and patent engineer is to determine the 
these therefore are dedicated to the knowledge in the field of industry real inventor of an invention. Often 
public. Many technical men have and business. Here is one case this is difficult to do though it is 

made this mistake. where engineers and lawyers work usually greatly simplified by his in- 
After a discovery or an invention hand in hand, efficiently and well. timate contact with the work. In 

has been made the patent engineer The widening of the engineer's cases of doubt he should be able to 
must lay out the necessary further sphere of activity is a continuous cross-examine the various men to ge? 

. ' process from the beginnings of . : : 
experimental work necessary to write . rl tap os at the facts preferably without mak- 

a science to the end of civilization. . ‘ 
a patent application. Generally he ing them aware that they are being 

desires to know whether the inven- —TueE Eprror. | cross-examined. He must carefully 

tion may be broadened, what equiva- __ | examine records. He must know 

lent materials may be used, and the law relating to this point and 

the limiting percentages of materials, temperatures, etc. that be able to apply it, since the patent law of this country 

may be used. He may even wish to know the underlying requires the actual inventor or inventors to file the patent 

theory involved. This information on theory often is not application or an invalid patent results. Usually technically 

necessary but usually is very helpful. However, often the trained men are reticent about claiming an invention and it 

patent engineer must write the application without all of takes some time and skill to obtain all of the facts. 

the required information and then he must use his imagina- The patent engineer should keep in touch with competi- 

tion and good judgment. However, he must use his imag- tors’ products and processes to determine if these infringe 

ination with care. any of the corporations’ patents. He should be able to 

If the patent department functions as I have outlined direct the obtaining of evidence and direct investigations 

it expands the viewpoint of the technical man and should required for infringement proceedings. 

prove a stimulus to him. The patent engineer has many other duties, these vary- 

An important function of the patent engineer is to advise ing with his training and ability and the organization of the 

about infringement. Whenever a new process is being patent department. If the patent attorney is located at the 

worked on or a new product is devised it is essential to plant the duties are somewhat different than when he is 
know whether it infringes any existing valid patents. located away from the plant. Some of his further duties 

Usually the patent engineer is required to make a study of — follow. 

the art when the research or investigational work is started. He scans the U. S. Patent Office Gazette which issues 

The patent engineer is called upon to advise the technical weekly to determine what patents of interest to the corpora- 

man which avenues of approach to the solution of the tion have issued. Copies of these should be obtained, 

problem are closed because of existing patents. He must properly indexed and brought to the attention of the in- 

keep in touch with the development of the solution of the terested employees. These patent specifications should be 

problem so that he may give advice with reference to iny kept in bound volumes. If the corporation owns one or 

fringement from time to time. He of course must also often (Continued on page 304)
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Surveying De Luxe In Venezuela 
By Wo. F. KacHEL, Jr. 33 

HEN the Frosh and Soph civil’s are out doing water is reported to be very excellent. He didn’t say a 
WV their tricks with a transit on Ray Owen’s farms, word about anything else worth drinking. The party 

they think of G. Burton Hanson c’31, who is running _ : 

around his own “farms” in Western Venezuela. He is pce Spo Sa ee data ais : 

locating oil bearing fields and exploring the country. On is “I Tig) ee a ‘ se 

the side he claims he is picking up a little Spanish. yin ae | P| a 

The work consists of plane table, compass, and work with a < bal, | ae f € 5 

the torsion balance. The latter is an instrument used in euehael ve ; [ yy ty 

locating underground structures that might possibly bear ‘4 by eee 

oil. In this way the engineers give the geologists the “low : ’ eo ay e 

down” on where to concentrate their work. The plane ie eee kal ny ' 
table work is much the same as is done in this country, ex- |E bs Rea one the : : a } 

cept that labor is cheap and plentiful. This makes it The lave. table CPW ab w Camp! wear the’ Rio’ Palmar. 

possible to have as many as forty peons to be rodmen Note the metric stadia rods. 

instead of just one as is customary in this country. carries a portable shower with them that they use on 

sae was a : Saturday nights. Plenty of fresh air and exercise are 
a ini Sy oe furnished to all members of the party free of charge. One 

ee i ee thing the boys get that they don’t want is mosquitos. They 

iil _ ‘to Tas RM are very plentiful and affectionate. In fact often to much 

y.. a One of the hardest jobs of the party is the moving of 

, & | ys ‘a their equipment about from place to place. This was very 
ae 2, om oe oe pone) difficult in the rainy season. The party often had to 

Mao sei acini a | ie travel by mule and move their camp by ox-cart. Right at 

= ; 1 eine present they are having their tropical summer. This dries 

— up a lot of the swamps and makes conditions much better 
~| than they usually are. 

ee The party has a chance to get into Maracaibo occassion- 

sho ally, The population of this town is about 150,000 persons, 
Off duty here. Government Buildings at Caracas, or about twice the size of Madison. 

Capital of Yenesuela The traverse work is run with compasses. Mr. Hanson 

Mr. Hanson was very much surprised to find that only a states that it is surprizing how large the regional variations 
few of the engineers down there knew how to operate a 

plane table when they first left college. His knowledge in oY \ ‘ 

this line (thanks to Ray Owen) helped him to be useful i i a a a Me 

and get ahead in his work. Let this be an example to the eat . be t a ' ea 

poor “Sophs” who are so interested in doing their plane | Sgn vs , ms ie 
table areas. oe - i ‘ ; : 

When the party isn’t locating oil, they are mapping the | : ee Wh 

country; locating rivers, campsites, water holes, or roads; ieee, Me at LT) wots pees ee ose 

or sleeping. They always have their siestas during the [= cages SE eos ana 
middle of the day because of the heat. In this country the yanatgi ky se rpg aie eee "y coun tae 

surveyors don’t have to have heat to make them take a |jjifigismll Si iT Pea 
nap when they get tired. If you don’t believe this take a [Bos = Lee — 

look at the rodmen sleeping their stuff on the farms along- 07 ” We se 3 
side of Bascom. bs = mc, os ‘2 os ee oe nem 

“The meals are perfect,” according to all reports, even |fee tues 9 0G | REG aay 
though they do come from a can. It’s funny how you can [jg = a ee - : 
enjoy Campbell’s Beans and Heinz’s Fifty-seven when — 
you're far away from Uncle Sam. The cook is reported to A Tybicdl Ol Seen im Veneaiela 
help in making the meals enjoyable by serving pork and are. For this reason he admits that he often gets rather 

beans for dinner and beans and pork for supper. A change poor closures. He doesn’t have to worry about that be- 

always helps a person to enjoy his food. The drinking (Continued on page 304) 

Ce ee esse
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Weather Conditions In Great Hall--Memorial 
Union Building 

By C. J. Braatz, m’27 

Instructor, Steam and Gas Engineering 

GC ANUFACTURED weather makes “every day a history of temperature and relative humidity conditions in 
M good day” is the slogan of one of our largest the Hall was obtained. The results appear in Figure 1, to- 

manufacturers of heating, ventilating and air conditioning gether with outside weather conditions, data for which 
equipment; yet after sitting through a performance in some were furnished by the U. S. Weather Bureau. 
of our modern theatres, equipped, as they tell us, with a It is quite common information that the temperature re- 
sea-shore atmosphere, we are prone to question the validity corded by an ordinary dry bulb thermometer alone is but a 
of the slogan. Nevertheless, the possibility of making relative indication of a person’s feeling of comfort or dis- 
weather to order has been, and is being demonstrated to comfort; because from experience we know that we may 
such an extent that buildings have been constructed with have a greater feeling of warmth at a temperature of 68°F., 
all windows completely sealed and in which weather con- for example, than at 72°F. if the moisture content of the 
ditions are maintained constant in winter and in summer air in the latter case is considerably lower than in the 
as well, independent of outside weather conditions. In former. Experiments have shown* that the majority of 

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CHART 
GREAT HALL~THE MEMORIAL UNION BLDG. 

PROM NIGHT~ FEB. 7-8, 1930 

KH 4 Sot ke de FS 90 ps a OUTSIDE RELATIVE HUMIDITY [ | | TTP TT Tr ey dre z 

Pee eee ® > eS 
pe eto | Pee TNE T° = K[Souresne Ara, rae 8g SES? 
INF EP PP ere Pr tt Pree Ps 
PIN [Peery Ty tse TPT Ty Pry rr yr, § 
FIT TT tr APT abeyhay Tt TT TT TE Tt tT 
PET TT TTT TNA Talal Th EE reo HEE PMs 
| | fretarve Hmorval TET TT | MET ET TTT Tee Bae eta se) PLT TT amram | | | | tet i lg 
Poo at x Teme, “F z LCE See TOE EEE TCT Tense Tene Ter sol 

700 600 5:00 4:00 3:00 200 1:00 12:00 II:00 10:00 9:00 600 700 600 500 4:00 

office buildings, residences, and in general buildings where people feel equally comfortable over quite a wide range 
the floor space per occupant is relatively large, the problem of dry bulb temperatures providing the moisture content 

of maintaining a reasonably comfortable atmosphere is not of the air, or in other words its relative humidity, is varied 
particularly difficult. However, in buildings containing to suit the particular temperature under consideration. 

rooms such as Great Hall in the Memorial Union Build- Combinations of temperature and relative humidity for 

ing, which is called upon to accommodate large crowds at which the same degree of comfort is experienced have 
intervals, abnormal conditions will arise which may not be been determined for various conditions of air movement 
frequent enough to justify the installation of elaborate air and plotted as “equal comfort lines”, or, as they are some- 

conditioning equipment, or even though justified may have times called, “effective temperature lines,” with respect to 

to be omitted by virtue of limited funds. relative humidity, and wet and dry bulb temperatures.* 

The purpose of this article is to analyze very briefly the In still air, it was found that 97 percent of the people are 

weather conditions that arise in Great Hall on such oc- most comfortable at an effective temperature of 64°, which 

ones Junior Prom. On the night of the 1 Etoin, *1930 Guide — American Society of Heating and Ventilating 
there was installed in Great Hall several recording ther- Engineers. 

mometers and a humidity recorder by means of which a (Continued on page 298)
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Rigid Concrete Frames Used In Monterey 
Bridge Project 

By Wo. H. F. Woo, M.S. °29 

HE Monterey Bridge project, which lies on $. T. H. The primary purpose of making the slab as thin as possible 

T 13 and 26 and U. S. H. 51, in the outskirts of the is to reduce to the minimum the dead load which the 

city of Janesville, Wis., and is now under construction, girders and frames are to carry and thereby secure greater 

consists of the following structures named in the order as economy. 

they are arranged from north to south: (a) three 135 ft. The sidewalk slab is reinforced transversely. One end 

spans of deck Warren trusses with subverticals, (b) a 4° of the slab rests on the coping, which in turn is supported 

span continuous concrete framework, and (c) a skewed by cantilever brackets extended from the crossbeams 

plate girder bridge, the last two named structures being supporting the roadway slab. The coping is thus called 
separated by a fill approximately 600 ft. long. The three upon to serve both for architectural purposes and as a 

structures are to bridge over the Rock River, the Chicago, beam. The depth of the brackets is uniform except at the 

Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Ry., and the Chicago @ columns where they are made deeper to give a more har- 

a ee 

Soe SL IBRD RE RP pepeseeei ommeoET EEC Pe TT A NENENIRRE Reset ROSSI pone Dat ag ag ral lemme te NEN 
8 8 8 [0200 FISTING Ro i sock Line mp OR Rar aay emt 
8 8 8 & 8 NIRV TRIAS egy LTE. Ged 
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Fig /. 

Entire Elevation of the Monterey Span, Showing Bed Rock 

North Western Ry. tracks respectively. Fig. 1 shows monious appearance with the haunches at the columns. 

structures (a) and (b). Because of the unusual magni- The frames are spaced 12 feet in order to have enough 
tude in dimensions for its type, as well as the presence of clearance between the curb and the outside face of the ex- 

several problems which offered difficulties in the design and terior girder for the installation of the drainage equipment 

complication in calculations, a description of the concrete and to apportion the loads approximately equally to each 

structure mentioned above will be of interest to structural frame. The columns of the frames rest on the rock founda- 

engineers. tion and, due to undulating character of the latter, they are 

As shown in Fig. 3, the structure has a clear width of of different heights from bent to bent. At bent 5, the 

roadway of 40 feet and carries two 6 foot sidewalks. The sudden change in elevation of the rock within the width 

roadway and sidewalks are supported by four frames, each covered by the four columns, necessitates that they be made 

frame consisting of 4 columns and 4 girders, which are so in pairs of different heights as shown in Figure 2. The 

rigidly connected one with the other that the entire frame cross sections of the columns are rectangular, being 2 feet 

acts as a unit under loads. wide by 3 feet deep for all except those in bent 5. Each 

Slabs only 8 inches thick of the latter columns carries one end of each of the 4 

The weights of the roadway slab and the live load it is to trusses adjacent to it (see Fig. 1) which fact complicates the 

carry are transmitted in part directly to the girders of the design to no small extent. The section of these columns be- 

frames by means of the transverse reinforcement in the low the truss seat was first made 2 feet wide by 5 feet 

slab and in part indirectly, by means of the longitudinal deep and that above, 2 feet by 3 feet. A set of computa- 

reinforcement and transverse crossbeams, which are spaced tions was made for each of the frames based on these 

approximately the same distance as that between the girders. dimensions, and results showed that the stresses in the con- 

As continuity exists over its supports, the slab is designed crete of these columns at the section immediately below the 

with this in view. By so doing, and with the adoption of bottom of the haunches, where the maximum moments in 
the two-way system of reinforcement described above, it is the columns would occur, would be far in excess of the 

possible to reduce the thickness of the slab to 8 inches. allowable limit, that about 30 per cent of the stresses would 

a
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be caused by the change in temperature due to the columns The structure is designed in accordance with the 

being too rigid, and that, in order to reduce the stresses, the standard bridge specifications of the Wisconsin Highway 
columns should be made more flexible. The depth of the Commission and is able to carry, on the roadway, two 
columns was, therefore, reduced inches along its entire 12}4-ton trucks plus impact, or a uniform load of 113 to 

126 Ib. per sq. ft plus impact, and, on the sidewalks, 72 
| pe saciig! eet | to 76 lb. per sq. ft. without impact. Concrete will be of 

oti, — 9 designed mix and for beams its allowable stress is 800 Ib. per 

sq. in. between supports and 900 Ib. above supports. The 
structure contains 855.8 cu. yds. of concrete and 250,100 

[ee r | Ib. of reinforcement, which is about 2.3% the volume of 

concrete. Compared to other types of concrete highway 

oe bridges, this percentage is high, which fact is accounted for 

—— ai | —— by two reasons: high allowable stress in concrete and the 

. s . - presence of moments of different signs at almost every sec- 

Sec AA tion of the structure. Based on the unit price submitted 
Reiorebetiner hap ship by the successful bidder, the structure, complete with 

Fic. 3. This shows the details of the floor slab fixtures, costs only $172 per ft. of the structure and, there- with sidewalks on each side, and railings. , . 
fore, is very economical. 

length and calculations were made, based on this revised The plans for the entire project were prepared in the 
depth. Results showed that under most unfavorable load- bridge departmnt of the Wisconsin Highway Commission of 
ings the allowable stress will be exceeded but little at sec’ which Mr. C. H. Kirch, Wisconsin °12, is the bridge 
tions referred to above, and the revised size was adopted as r 1 | 

final. 7 ee rn nen i 

The depth of the girders in span 2 of the interior frames, 7 | [| _ 
the span length of which is 71 feet 6 inches, is 2 feet 7 

inches measured from the bottom of the slab. At the center 
of this span, it is reinforced with fourteen 114 inch square < 
bars to take care of the maximum positive moment of F eer] LI 
‘fakes inch ne — a moment = girders a a 
of other spans being much less, they are made shallower | | || 
and are not as heavily reinforced. All girders are 2 feet 
wide, giving enough room between the seven lines of rein- P| P| 
forcement for the concrete to run through. Haunches are | ” ° 
provided at the ends of the girders to reduce the stresses 

there caused by the high negative moments and shears. The § 
deepest haunches, measuring 4 feet 1 inches exist at the y 
ends of the girders in span 2 and are called upon to carry : 
a maximum negative moment of 18,500,000 inch pounds and , al 
a shear of 135,000 pounds for each. The reinforcement qj TT _4 
in each of these haunches consists of fourteen 11% inch | 1 i - ™ ib a 
square bars at the top, six 114 inch square bars at the $ fp ceek Srmvmes ecisne 
bottom and 1/2 inch square rectangular stirrups spaced 414 ‘ i 
inches on centers. For architectural reasons, haunches of 5 hs 
the exterior frames are made of uniform depth, as are the 8 [ |) 09 Mon ecto FGA 

girders. 3 | si 4 

In calculating the stresses in the frames due to different ey 
kinds of loads, the following assumptions were made: (1) ds TEX Lay! — Es t + Ee 
the columns are fixed at the bottom, (2) the joints of the He ir ns " 

frames are rigidly connected, and (3) the foundation is a . Cay | 
unyielding. The sections are so divided and balanced that os EET — Sym eur # of Rooday 
it will require one day’s work for a medium sized con- Sec 6-8 

crete plant £9 iheur ease sechons. Proceeding m this meen The undulating character of the bed is shown in this cross-section. 
ner, all concrete will be in place in five days. It is ex- ” Foundations are laid on rock. 
pected that on account of the presence of the complicated Engineer and Mr. A. O. Olson, Wisconsin °21, is the 

reinforcement, any attempt to pour the concrete in a assistant bridge engineer in office, and Mr. J. I. Grann, 
hurried manner is sure to yield unsatisfactory or fatal re- jin field. The writer is the designer of the structure. The 

sults. Only through good workmenship and rigid inspection, contractor for the entire project is Stevens Bros. St. Paul, 

can expected results be obtained. Minn.
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| CGditoruals 
IMPOSSIBLE A recent article in the Engineering The politician used to be character who knew very little 

News Record discussed the activity about what he represented. He was a good public speaker 

and interest which may in a few and could develop contacts with men. He usually had good 

years terminate in a tunnel underneath the English Channel. judgment. In former times it was almost unnecessary for 

The greatness of the project, the dangers involved, the risks him to know anything else. The country was not technically 

to be run are overwhelming. It is easy to say that the feat developed. Road-building, transportation, public utilities 

is impossible. either existed on a very small scale or did not exist at all. 

A parallel case is the Boulder Dam development. To The politician’s mind was big enough for his position. 

imagine a dam twice as high as the state capital building is But now with the rapidly developing technical sides to 

very difficult for even an experienced engineer. The tre the state and commonwealth, the old type of politician is 

mendous size of the reservoir entirely incapable to carry out 

nakes it very simple for he | _ -_—— a _SChhis office. It is very hard for 

reader to shake his head and TO THOSE WHO GRADUATE | a man without a working 

pronounce the whole thing a Graduation is rapidly approaching. For some knowledge of engineering, to 

wild dream. it is the veritable commencement of their life’s use good judgment on engineer- 

But look back a few years. work, and they look forward to it. For others ing subjects. And engineer 

Back before the days of the it marks the termination of four sears mote OF subjects are getting to be more 

Panama Canal, before the days leas Pleasiaisly sent ie the es revalent every day. Questions 
et “ The undergraduates will scarcely notice a D ay Sey 

of the Eiffel Tower, or the change. Vacation will bring temporary jobs, of sewage disposal, water sup- 

Eads Bridge, when construction summer camp, or pleasurable pastime. In fact, ply, street paving must be 

was a hazardous and_ tedious the big void left by the seniors is not effective settled by a technical employee 

operation because of ignorance until September. At that time it comes suddenly of the government. 
f material performanc d as a shock, and we realize that we have lost President Hoover is an un- 

re} materia performance an - 

lack of the highly developed Saingeene, tat She Bates, eae usual example of a technical 
ace s professors cannot supply—the fellowship of those . D: se nea. 
machinery which is typical of who have left to start their careers. man in the politicians chair. 

this day. Those engineering We are impatient to be out there with you, His vocation is almost unique 

accomplishments and others earning a living, and accomplishing things. The among the presidents of the 

which seem so everyday and Sears in between seem to be long and without United States. With the chang- 

tame to us were once laughed gam. Some will lose interest, and not cone ing of our country, we may ex- 
: . 5 back to finish their course. The rest will re- 2 

at, and classified as wild dreams turn to write experiments, to cram for exams, pect that government offices 

by the people of that period. to spend their time on problems that are only will be more and more occupied 

But engineers overcame the fear thrown in the waste paper basket. by technically trained men. 
and lack of confidence of the Nevertheless we shall miss you. We would ees 

financial supporters and those like to be out of school with you in the “big SUMMER Have you got a 

wild dreams took actual form. oe .. The associations which are strong a WORK summer job yet? 
: : ‘isconsin may continue. And finally we wish : 

If those projects were possible you the best of success. To you Good Luck! Are you going to 

to the enpineersve? tha period, [La run a gun, carry 

such feats as the Boulder Dam a rod, wheel a concrete buggy 

and the tunnel below the English Channel ought to be well or lean against a shovel; or are you spending your summer 

within the range of man’s ability today. It would be un- in a hammock getting lots of rest? 
usual for the American race at least, to rest on the laurels From the general consensus of opinion, summer jobs are 

of the past, and indulge in the oriental habit of ancestor going to be scarce this year. Nevertheless they should be 

worship. In fact when we consider the improved ma- sought after. The summer time presents an unusual op- 
chinery, the knowledge of construction materials, we portunity to get something which the college cannot give— 

wonder if Napoleon were not right in stating that nothing practical experience, along with some dough that always 
is impossible. comes in handy. 

_ For those that cannot get work, there are always courses 
POLITICIANS Glenn Frank has predicted that the to be taken in the extension division of the university. In 

politician will soon be missing in our this way a few credits may be checked off a lighter course 

government positions. Instead there which will allow more outside work may be planned for 

will be men of technical training or training in economic the following year. The summer school in the college of 

fields, men capable to legislate. engineering provides an extensive curriculum. 

SS a aaa a a
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COMING TO The Wisconsin Engineer sends a the best that is given, in finance, history, languages or art. 
WISCONSIN? few hundred copies of its last issue to For the last point we would recommend the extensive 

the high schools of the state, where alumni list composed of all of those who have graduated 
eventually it is read by those who from this institution. An alumni directory will show re- 

are interested in the university. peatedly the words, chief, president, vice president, man- 
Much of the information that high school graduate re- ager, editor superintendent, foreman and other names which 

ceives concerning the various institutions of higher learn are applied to leaders. The success of Wisconsin graduates 
ing, is obtained from students who have returned from that is an item which cannot be denied and which should occupy 
college. The information is naturally biased and it depends your consideration. We hope you will be with us next year. 
entirely upon the individual character of the informer TT 
whether or not the particular institution is recommended or CURRICULUM While the great curriculum changes 
not recommended. Those that have done poor work are CHANGES affecting the whole university are be- 
naturally discontented with the school. Those that have ing discussed, two minor changes 
done well will usually support it. affecting only this college are already 

The Wisconsin Engineer is naturally a biased source of definitely promised for next year. Freshman English for 
information when it comes to discussing §——-__________tttm_, engineers is to be put upon an experi- 
the University of Wisconsin and especially mental basis in deference to a general feel- 
the College of Engineering. We will not, ALEHA, TAU SIGMA ing that the course as it has been con- 
therefore put forth the argument that we Alpha Tau Sigma, the ducted in the past does not meet the needs 
like the school, because we like, or because || engineering journalism fra || of engineering students as fully as it 
the fellows are good fellows. We will || ternity, announces that a might. A number of the engineering 
try to refer you to facts which are ap- contest will be open next sections will be handled by instructors who . . . year for students who wish : . : . parent and which will not be denied by a to show their ability with will have considerable freedom in planning 
student of another institution who knows || the pen. A slide rule will be || and conducting the work. These in- 
about Wisconsin. given as a first prize, second || structors will be permitted to try out 

First, there is the faculty. It is a large |] and third prizes will consist |! various theories and suggestions. Out of 
body of outstanding men. Nearly every || of some smaller gift such as || thi, experiment should come, in due time, 
one of them has been successful in practic: || % good set of triangles. definite ideas of just what to teach and 
ing the line of engineering that he is The unusual development || now to teach in a course of English for 
teaching. Many of them continue there and app roach to the subject engineers. Engineering students, as a rule, . will be given more weight gince 8 g wate 
consulting work even while they are act- || than the technical side of || appreciate the need for facility in speech 
ing as professors in the College of Engi- || the article. A full account of || and writing. Their special needs in this 
neering. They are employed in this con- |} the contest with the rules will || field deserve consideration. This attempt 
sulting capacity by the leading investment || #Pbear in the October issue |! to discover what their needs are should re- 
houses, mining interests, chemical con- of the Wisconsin Engineer. ceive the sympathetic co-operation of every 
cerns, and other business. Take a copy SSS one in this college. 
of the catalogue, mark the names of all the associate pro- The second change affects the civil engineers only. The 
fessors, assistant professors, and full professors, and ask course in Railway Location, which has been given in the 
any outstanding engineer about them. You will find them first semester of the junior year, will be given in the first 
remarkably well known in the field which they represent. semester of the sophomore year at the same time as Rail- 

A large number of the text books used in the curriculum way Curves, changing places with Descriptive Geometry. 

are written by the professors themselves. An education This change will have two desirable results: First, it will 

derived under the tutelage of successful men is a stable and make it possible for civils to take their summer camp work 
beneficial education. at the end of the sophomore year and so have the sum- 

Secondly, we would like to point out the equipment mer following their junior year free for work. They can 

which is available to students in the engineering school. get better jobs at the end of their junior year than at the 
With the completion of the new mechanical engineering end of their sophomore year. Second, it will make it 
building next year the college will be more than able to possible for a civil to take R.O.T.C. without having to 
take care of the increasing number of entrants each year. postpone graduation. Up to now, the R.O.T.C. man took 
The new wing to the general chemistry building, the ade» summer camp at the end of his junior year and the 
quate facilities for study in the physics building, and the R.O.T.C. camp at the end of his Senior year. 
material which is available to those in the higher courses a 
are factors wll worth considering in chosing an alma mater. IN APPRE- The staff of the Wisconsin Engineer takes 
The location of the engineering school on Lake Mendota CIATION this opportunity to thank the students, 
is undisputably the finest college location possible. Many faculty and alumni for their support in 

students come to Madison in the summer time because of furnishing us with articles and information during the past 
its similarity to a pleasure resort: The location of the engi year. Our magazine is a student publication and is possible 
neering school adjacent to the other colleges in the university only by the continued support of students and faculty. We 
is important. Engineers in choosing their electives may select owe our present success to our university friends.
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| Al u Notes | 

Successful Wisconsin Engineers 
H. Henry Magdsick 

By Ropert L. VAN Hacan, ¢’32 

Henry Herbert Magdsick, who was affected by a study of Mr. Magdsick’s, He has from time to time been ac- 

installed as president of the Illumin- that of the legibility of luminous tive in committees of the National 

ating Engineering Society last October, patterns. The fact that his interest in Electric Light Association, in the 

was born in Van Dyne, Wisconsin, lighting division of the Society of 

January 18, 1888, and was graduated Automotive Engineers, as chairman of 

from the Burlington, Wisconsin High the legislative committee of the Auto- 

School in 1904. motive Lighting Association, as a 

While at the university, Mr. Magd- _— — member of the executive committee of 

sick acquired an interest in electric 8 the electrical advertising section of 

lighting from Prof. Edward Bennett, 3 a the Society for Electrical Develop: 

and wrote his thesis on ‘Effective a F ee ment, and in the Illuminating 

Illumination”. Then, unlike most of i ae Engineering Society. In the latter, 

the graduates, he proceeded to follow 1a ape his more important positions have 

up his thesis subject and has devoted BO q ee been on the war Service committee, on 

more than nineteen years to the study % . a : which he devoted particular attention 

of electric lighting and its applications. , " i to night flying, the motor vehicle light- 

Upon graduation from the university roan mg committee, and the papers com 

in 1910, he became associated with me mittee, of which he was chairman 

the National Electric Lamp Associa- ee : from 1926 to 1928. During the past 

tion and has continued to serve with . : 4 year he served as vice-president of the 

that company since. For the past ten ~~ z society. 

years he has been director of com- ‘ While he was in school, Mr. 

mercial engineering, with particular oJ Magdsick was an active member of 

interest in the more specialized ap- keke the old U. W. Engineers’ Club, a 

plications of electric lighting. i member of the university Y. M. C. A., 

In 1914 Mr. Magdsick gained wide Hy Heney aaagdadh and was elected to membership in Tau 

recognition in illuminating — circles Beta Pi. 

when he designed the floodlighting in- electric display lighting has not waned He married Miss Rachel Davis of 

stallation on the Woolworth Tower, is evidenced by his applique unit Cleveland, Ohio and they have a boy 

one of the first floodlighting jobs to system” of light ornamentation for of nine. 

be applied to a big building. In 1916 — building exteriors, which has been re- pera 

he designed and supervised the flood- cently: placed on the market by This. concliides this -year’s series. of 

lighting of the Statue of Liberty. several manufacturers. He has written : ra 
. : ; / apers and technical bulle- articles describing some of our success- 

Mr. Magdsick and his associates numerous Papers ane ¢ a . ful alumni. It is especially gratifying 

have made many fundamental studies tins dealing with lighting in various and stimulating to the student staff to 
of lighting which have greatly affected phases and for many types of service. be able to present such eminent men 

its application in several fields. The When the First International in engineering as we have presented 
depressible beam system of automo Lighting Mission came to America in during the past year. We look to our 

bile headlighting is an outgrowth of January, 1923, Magdsick was placed successful alumni with pride and with 

one of these fundamental studies, that 1 charge, and with its termination he the hope that of our number there 
of road lighting requirements of auto- accompanied several of the members to may be some who will occupy similar 

mohiles. This system is now standard Europe to assist in the organization of positions of respect and responsibility 

on practically all American-made the first European lighting centers at in our profession. This series will be 

cars. Electric signs have been similarly London and Paris. continued next year. 

a a a a a
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MECHANICALS and then, ‘Baby, hasn’t that boy some control of the 
Clark, H. L., m’26, is now located at Antofagasta, Chile. English language.’ 

Campbell, Claude W., m’22, is with the Automatic Washer “This reminds me of a similar incident that happened 
Company at Newton, Iowa. His official position is that of Some years later. Harold Davidson and I were about to 
Factory Manager. go out on a job and I discovered that one of the gang 

Hanson Earl, ’m22, is now developing engineer in Iceland. had left my instrument in much the same shape in which 
j . . . you found Doug’s. I started to tell the world in no un- 

Mollerus, Fred J., m’24, is with the International Ma: certain terms what I thought of such a stunt, and was 
chinery Company at Antofagasta, Chile. His address is in getting along pretty well, when I remembered that Harold 
care of the above company. He has | recently annexed a was a quiet fellow, very well mannered and even tempered, wife from Schenectady and tells us he is getting along very and, to our knowledge at least, did not indulge in such 

happily. violent expressions. Well, I felt quite ashamed of my- 
Glenn, Truman G., m’22, has been appointed assistant self for making such an outburst, and flushed up and 

district engineer of the central district of the General stopped. Harold was over in one corner of the room, 
Electric Company, Schenectady. struggling with a pair of dirty, iron-ore-impregnated over- 

ees alls. He perched on one leg, looked over at me and 
MINERS drawled, ‘Go ahead, Bugs. Don’t stop on my account. I 

Hahn, Emilie (Mickey), min’26, has recently published a feel the same way about it, but I don’t know how to say 

book, SEDUCTIO AD ABSURDUM; The Principles and $9’ ” 
Practice of Seduction, from the press of Brewer and Bringham, Robert H., c’28, with the U. S. G. S. at Wash- 
Warren, which is reviewed at some length in the St. Louis ington, is in the section of Reports in the Washington office. 
Post-Dispatch of March 21. The review, which is favor- Address: 1950 L. Street N. E., Washington, D. C. 
able, closes thus: “Engineeress Hall, William H., c’29, who was working as a carpenter 
Hahn, having collected, win- for the six months following graduation, is now inspector 
nowed, classified, and synthe- _~ | for the British Columbia Electric Railway Company of 
sized a vast body of data on fw ‘y Ruskin, B. C. He writes, “The B. C. E. R. are construct- 
the subject, has employed the AM, ing a hydro-electric plant here at Ruskin on the Stove 
case method in presenting her 4h \ 4 River. My work is to see that the contractor places the 
scientific conclusions. Nineteen | \, j é x “Gb concrete properly so that a good job will be obtained, and 
distinct and we are assured, tui. ‘\ S to help the carpenter foreman with the plans if necessary. 
successful experiments are de- Ws Rss There are four inspectors on the job; two for each shift. 
scribed in detail; and if a | i a 4 One designs the mixes while the other watches the plac- 
funnier book—or essentially a yh) Y ing.” Address: 605 20th Avenue West, Calgary, Alberta, 
saner one— has been produced df Canada. 

on the subject during these MW, 6 Kulp, John H., c’29, former staff member of the Wiscon- 
rectic Years, this writer ‘wants sin Engineer, has been temporarily transferred into Trunk 
to read it. Though the cleansing and Toll Engineering Department of the Michigan Bell 
laughter that is in it rises ever Telephone Company. Address: 2266 Hurlbut Avenue, De- from the ragged edge of print- . a troit, Michigan. 

ability no one with a moderate MICKEY Hann | Landwehr, Waldemar J., ’25, address: 310 N. Blount sense of humor is likely to Street, Madison, Wi : 
, son, Wisconsin. 

take offense.” Linder, Clement P., ¢’25, gives his address as 1746 K Hymer, H. G., min’20, is superinendent of the Wabigon Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. . Seas hie! 

Mine for the Hanna Ore Mining Company of Buhl, Min- McMullen, Ralph E., ¢’27, is chief of party on a power 
meso: . . line survey between Condit and Yakima, Washington. His 

Stengl, R. J., min’13, address: Box 501 Baxter Springs, temporary address is: Colburn Hotel, White Salmon, Wash. 
Kansas. He writes: “I have charge of about 22 miles of survey and 

a have under me nine men, 2 in the level party and 7 in the 
CIVILS transit party. The country through which we are running 

Armstrong, Alva, ¢’30, gives his address as 242 North our survey is mountainous, in the Mt. Hood-Mt. Adams 
Fifth Street, Allentown, Pa. He is working for the govern- area. It is timbered with fir up to 48-in. in diameter. The 
ment on Topographic and Hydographic surveying. north slopes are usually covered with fir and the south 

Best, Byron G., ex-min’13, writes in a letter to Professor slopes with oak. . 
Van Hagan,” Going back a little farther with these “T was furnished with an aerial photograph of the area, 

reminiscences, I have often laughed about the bawling out 0 which was projected the alignment, which served as a 
you gave me in your short railroad course. I was chief of guide for the staked route. This was my first experience 
party that day, and found Doug Corner, who was instru- in the use of aerial maps but has proven an interesting as 
ment man, with the transit so badly cramped that it looked well as instructive experience. 
as if a stillson wrench would be necessary. ‘For Pete’s “I have also found that slope chaining (which by the way 
sake, Bugs, straighten out this damn thing for me. If I do net feel is stressed enough at Wisconsin) can pro- 

Van ever catches me with this he’ll kick me out of class.’ I duce some very speedy and accurate surveys. In a few 
took the transit and was working at it when you came cases have found it necessary to triangulate across canyons 
along. Boy! What a lecture! ‘Any blinkety blank fool to insure accurate chaining. In on ecase we chained in 

who would treat an instrument this way ought to have intermediate points to the canyon floor and up the canyon 
bis blinkety blank tail kicked so blinkety blank hard that ‘Slope with but 0.14 foot error for the course. 
..... well, you know what it’s like. You loosened the “One level circuit is run with rod readings to 0.901 foot. 
leveling screws and gave the instrument back to me, and We use a brass bench mark plate similar to the U. S. G. S. 
I took it. We were all so flabbergasted that none of us plates and are setting our benches with the idea that they 

cculd say a word until you had disappeared down the line, (Continued on page 298)
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JEMOUNCErUNG KEV LEW | 

ANTI-KNOCK VALUES IN range of plus or minus 2 cycles for ments in that a single resonant circuit 

GASOLINE TESTS 60 cycle work, with operating torques of the parallel type is employed, which 
A study of gasolines with respect to at least equal to those in correspond results in a very low  volt-ampere 

their anti-knock qualities, necessitated ing voltmeters, and with a remarkable burden. The figure shows the internal 
by the use of higher compression en- freedom from temperature or voltage connections. The circuit design is 
gines in both the automobile and avia- — error effects. such that the change of resistance of 
tion industries, is being conducted at The earlier forms of frequency the reactors and coils due to tempera- 
the University of Wisconsin by Grover meters operating on the ratio principle ture variations produces no_ effect 
C. Wilson, assistant professor in steam used a divided electrical circuit, one | whatever. The indication depends only 
and gas engineering. branch being wound as non-inductively on the values of inductive and capaci- 

“Because of the tendency of present as possible, while the other side was tative reactance. Thus the temperature 

commercial gasolines to detonate or made purposely as inductive as pos effect is so small that it can hardly be 
knock at these higher compression sible. As the frequency varied, the measured. The use of a special type 
ratios,” says Prof. Wilson, “the prob- ratio between the currents in the di- of condenser is partly responsible for 
lem has become an important one, and vided circuit varied, and this allowed this performance. 
many laboratories throughout the the instrument to be calibrated in The ranges obtainable are from 54 
country are conducting experiments.” terms of frequency. to 66 cycles or from 58 to 62 cycles 

A variable compression engine, di- The scale range of from 25% be- for use on 60 cycle systems. The nar- 
rectly connected to a 15 horse-power low to 25% above normal frequency row range scales are supplied for use 
dynamometer, has been installed at the was about the limit for such instru- cn inter-connected systems and applied 
university. It has several outstanding ments making most of the scale range principally to power or lead dispatch- 

differences from the ordinary engine, ° ing. 

including an electric oil heater to Since such an instrument is respon- 

save time in warming up, a variable sive to changes of .01 cycles, fre- 

compression head by means of which & quency changes due to the load can 

the cylinder wall and head may be e ee be readily observed. The instrument 
raised or lowered, and a double-bowl Reece is more accurate than the usual means 
carburetor for facility in changing eon @ | available for calibrating. It therefore 
from one fuel to another. Ft SOC fT Bl ereeeercoes follows that where several instruments 

A special apparatus, the standard x’ \e@ are required for load dispatching pur- 
knock mechanism, is included, by . mene eee oe poses at different points of a system, 
means of which a knock is produced it is preferable to have all these in- 

by purely mechanical means, the in- S struments calibrated together, so as to 
tensity of which is adjustable. The Ss eliminate the effects of individual ob- 
mechanism is so designed that the same servation errors in the original cali- 

intensity may be exactly reproduced O bration. 

at any time, in that way furnishing practically useless on modern systems, es 
a fixed or standard knock which is the frequency of which is maintained BOULDER DAM HEIGHT INCREASE 
heard by means of a stethoscope at- within close limits. The necessity for ADVISED BY BOARD 
tachment. accurate indications within a narrow The Colorado Board of engineers, 

For comparing the knocks of dif- range of frequency only, led to the after two years of study on the 
ferent fuels used in the engine, it is development of resonant circuits for Boulder Dam project, have decided 
equipped with a diaphragm in the the ratio type instruments, preferably that an increase of 25 ft. in height of 
cylinder head wall by means of which using the dynamometer form of con- the crest of the Boulder Dam would 
the detonation knock is passed to the struction. be necessary. The chief cause of the 
stethoscope. The procedure in com- The frequency meter about to be change was the insistance of residents 
paring fuels is to adjust the compres’ described is the latest development of the lower valley for safety measures 
sion ratio for each different fuel until along this line and the design permits capable of taking care of a great 
the knock produced by it equals in the production of instruments having  fiood, such as the one experienced in 
intensity the standard knock. a scale range of plus or minus 2 cycles 1884. In the present plans the dam 

a for 60 cycle work, with operating would be topped by such a flood but 
NEW INDICATING FREQUENCY torques at least equal to those used under the change there would be 

METER DEVELOPED in corresponding voltmeters, and a re- room to spare. In its report to Sec. 

A new frequency meter of the indi- markable freedom from temperature Wilbur, the board emphasized the fact 
cating type has been developed. The or voltage error effects. that the approval of the increase in 
Gesign of this meter permits the pro- The instruments differ from the height was based only as a factor of 
duction of instruments having a scale usual reasonance type of ratio instru: flood control and the additional power 

SSS a Dm aaa I i i
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developed was not necessary. The noticeable beam of light shined — Illinois, and the collection of 8 months 
board also advised the building of a steadily into the “electric eye” which in New York. Illinois and New York 
model dam to test the results of their was mounted at the other end. When were the last states to adopt this 
study of the stresses on the dam. deisrable an invisible beam of ultra method for part payment of the high- y part pay g 

ee violet light may be employed. Any way bill. The pioneer states—Oregon, 
POWER RESOURCES REPORT interruption to this beam though ever Colorado, North Dakota and New 
OF WASHINGTON RIVERS so slight causes the desired sequence Mexico—led the way in 1919. Now 

RELEASED of events to occur with lightning like all the others have followed, but the 
rapidity. The interruption of light tax did not become effective in New 

: causes the flow of current through the York until May 1 and in Illinois un- 
A manuscript report on the power “electric eye” to cease. The impulse — til August 1. 

wad ee # we on and Sanpal thus created, amplified through a grid The average fee per gallon was 3.22 an eee a. aie 4 ue De glow tube, operates the relays. These cents as against 3 cents in 1928. In 
Just Been ce jy. tne aie _ in turn pull the trigger of the re- the course of the year 20 States in- 
a, fone Fences * "he volver and set off the electric bell Or creased the rate of taxation either 
Geologteal” Sve ae een whatever other devices have been in- one or two cents, The highest tax per 

ogi ee PI stalled. gallon was six cents; the lowest two public inspection at the office of the a h Geslogical Survey in Washington, cents. At the close of the year, three 
28 z DO YOU KNOW THAT States had a six-cent tax; eight a five- D. C., and at the district office at 406 

Federal Building, Tacoma, Wash. The cent tax; 19 a four-cent tax; one, 
streams mentioned drain a large por- In 1929, a total of 385 railroad ed th SSR: ES nie bal sents Bae 
tion of the Colville Indian Reservation, grade crossings were eliminated on the : 3: h raed oP Gi ine ates 
in eastern Washington, and flow into Federal-aid highway system? ane Whe -VIstey’ OF Columbia ia, te: 
Columbia River. No water power is Forty-eight crossings were eliminated cent tax. 

being developed on them at present, by the construction of grade—separat- The net number of gallons taxed 
but the potential power at eight ing bridges carrying the highway and used by motor vehicles in Wis- 
proposed sites is 3,300 horsepower for over or under the railroad; and 337  consin for last year was recorded as 
90 per cent of the time and 6,600 by relocation of the highway to avoid 374,251,957. This places us as num- 
horsepower for 50 per cent of the the railroad. Since 1919, the records ber 11 on the list of all the States. 
time. With regulation by storing of the bureau of Public Roads of the a 

i i d U.S. Department of agriculture show, 
eed eed Ri ‘ihe po a total of 4,676 grade. crossings have FIRST CONSTRUCTION CENSUS 

% bi ded f th tem—995 UNDERTAKEN BY tential power of the streams would be been weeded out of the system GOVERNME 
increased to 12,900 horsepower for by grade separation and 3,681 by re- o NT 
90 per cent of the time and 13,900 location. oO . horsepower for 50 per cent of the —_—— The first census of the construction 
time. SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE Industry ever undertaken by the 

—— 2 APPORTIONS MONEY AMONG United States Government is now 
ELECTRIC EYE USED TO DETECT THE STATES under way as a part of the 1930 

decennial census? It is being taken ESCAPING PRISONERS — 
_ The secretary of agriculture Arthur * the ree wee the — 

When a model of a prisoner creep- M. Hyde, apportioned among the 48 oy we ° les he m “a va ne 
. ‘ . states and Hawaii the sum of $48, ™ Yeats, readers In ithe industry ing up a model pason wall came 750,000 of the additional $50,000,000 have realized the necessity of obtain- 

win os ange a vision = authorized by the bill signed by Presi 198  oOmre complete and accurate “electric eye” a revolver trained on dent Hoover on Aptil 4, which also statistics of their business in order to 
the prisoner was fired and a bell on : Sok .  Fromote efficiency in the conduct of the prison wall sounded a general authorized the appropriation of $125, h Gon thal While i 

ddition. this. devi isht 000,000 for each of the fiscal years [© Construction industry. ve alarm. In addition this device might 1932 and 1933 the past they hvae been largely forced 
have turned on a system of flood sri a al ‘ . to use estimates and general assump- 
lights and set off a battery of machine Wisconsin allocation of the ad tions, it is now expected that essential guns or even a barrage of tear gas ditional $50,000,000 is $1,232,780. facts ‘ll be i A f thi ° j . w available for this purpose 
The protective field available seems un- OOO as a result of the census, It will be 
limited, it is only necessary to select GASOLINE TAX INCOME SHOWS particularly pertinent information at 
the severity of the method to be used. INCREASE DURING THE this time when President Hoover is 

This was the first demonstration of 1929 YEAR emphasizing the importance of Public 
how science may thus stop the ever- —_— Works construction as well as private 
frequent prison breaks. This use of The 48 states and the District of construction, as “the balnce wheel of 
the “Electric eye” is only one of its Columbia collected $431,636,454 in American Industry,” in securing and 
man’ ossible applications. The taxes on the sale of 13,400,180,062 maintaining general prosperity through- y op pp i / g gi prosperity throug! 
mechanism involved for the prison gallons of motor fuel in 1929. out the Nation. The figures obtained 
demonstration was relatively simple. This includes a 12-month collection will also furnish the basis for further 
At one end parallel to the prison wall in 46 states and the District of statistical research of even a more in- 
and near the top a small and scarcely Columbia, a ‘-month collection in tensive nature.
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‘Campus Notes_ 
[COU PWS INOUTES | 

—————— ww men assisting him. In this manner he essays were read. Prof. Edward 
PROFESSOR ALVIN MEYERS kept alive his early interest in teach- Bennett, head of the electrical engi- 

ee 1872-1930 - ing and was led in 1920 to leave the neering department, delivered an ad- 
Professor Alvin Meyers, | for the construction field and to join the Staff dress to the chapter, closing the pro- 

past, ten Years # member of the De- oF the Department of Electrical Engi gram. © : 
partment of Electrical Engineering, neering at Wisconsin to teach courses — — 
failed to recover from the shock of a dealine with the distribution of élee PROF. J. W. MEAD LECTURES 

mor operation: at the Methodist tric power and the properties and ap- TO A.S.C.E. 

Hospital in Madison, his death occur- plications of electric machinery. Professor Warren J. Mead (not 
ring April 23. In his associations at the Uni “Danny”) of the geology department 

Professor Meyers was born October versity, Professor Meyers’s directness entertained the members of the stu- 
5, 1872, on the farm of his father, and ‘simplicity of manner, his un- dent section of the American Society 
Isaac Meyers, at Verona, Wisconsin. — affectedness, and his sympathy and of Civil Engineers on April 2 with 
His boyhood was spent on the farm understanding endeared him to his a description of his trip through the 
and his early education was obtained colleagues. Especially did these per’ Boulder Canyon, and accompanied his 
at the country schools. He fitted hime sonal qualities find a ready response talk with mtoion pictures of the region 
self for teaching in the public schools in the hearts of his students. of the Boulder Dam site. 
by attending Stoughton Academy. His deep and lifelong interest in A student speech program was also 
After teaching for some years, his iv the field of education, his natural put on in addition to professor Mead’s 

terest in the subjects of physics and ability, his straightforward way of pre- talk. A number of the students pre- 
chemistry led him to enroll in the senting his ideas, and his genuine con- sented four-minute speeches on various 
electrical engineering course at the cern for the welfare of all those whe subjects, and received constructive 
University of Wisconsin, from which came under his direction, made him criticism from their fellow civil engi- 
he graduated in 1901. He was more an inspiring teacher and an able neers in the audience. 
mature than his classmates and, in counsellor. a 

recognition of his strong inflUCNCC TAU BETA PI INITIATES 
among them and of his outstanding MATTHIAS HEADS Y.M.C. A. The Alpha Chapter of Tau Beta Pi 
scholastic work, he was elected to Franklin Matthias, well known as a of ~Wisconsin, at a banquet on Apri! 
membership in the honorary engineer’ onjor civil, T. E.. instructor, and 29 at the Park Hotel, initiated the 

ing fraternity Tau Beta Pi. former editor of the Wisconsin Engi following engineers: Alexander Cowie, 
Throughout his __ life Professor peer, seems to be getting famous about John T. Drow, Gordon L. Fredenhall, 

Meyers has been a lover of the great the campus lately. His name and John L. Innes, John Lloyd Jones, 

outdoors, This led him after gradua- — picture recently appeared in the Daily | Walter F. Karsten, Asgar F. Langlykke, 

tion to go west to enter the employ Cardinal as a member of the Military Arnold F. Meyer, Norbert Stekler, 

of the Telluride Power Company, Ball Committee, and a few days later Carlyle J. Steinke, William J. Teare, 

the organization responsible for the he crashed the head lines as president Andrew G. Woodford, and Frank C. 

pioneer hydro-electric developments in of the university Y.M.C. A. He was — Ladwig. 

the mountains of Colorado and Utah. elected for the post by an_ officiai Professor R. S. McCaffery acting 

In the hydro-electric surveys, the con- nominating committee, and met no op- as toastmaster, presented first the presi- 
struction of transmission lines, and position in the election. dent of the chapter, who welcomed the 

pipe lines and power plants he was in a new members. A. F. Meyer, as spokes- 

his natural clement. His joy in, and ETA KAPPA NU BANQUET man for the initiates, responded. The 

his appreciation of good clean-cut On Tuesday evening, May 6, Eta main address was presented by Walter 
workmanship, his human interest iN Kappa Nu, honorary electrical engi C. Buetow. This is the second Tau 
the welfare of his associates, his in- peering fraternity, granted the privi' Beta Pi initiation this school year, as 

tegrity and his ability as an engineer Jege of wearing its key to five new the group initiates semi-annually. 
and an organizer led to his rapid ad’ members. The banquet was held at — 

vancement. During his years in the the University Club. The new initiates CHI EPSILON INITIATES 

West he served as Superintendent of to the Theta Chapter are Edward C. Another important initiation occur’ 
Construction on a number of im: Brandt, Hugh L. Hemmingway, Elmer ing recently was that of Chi Epsilon, 

portant hydro-electric and steamy ©, Ilker, John Lloyd Jones, and Dale honorary civil engineering fraternity. 
electric plants and transmission lines, Nelson. Their banquet was held in the Old 
in Utah, Idaho, Montana, Washing: Stewart L. Johnston acted as toast- Madison West room of the Memorial 
ton, Oregon, and Texas. master. The initiates were welcomed Union on Tuesday, May 6. The ad- 

Throughout this period, his work into the group with a speech by J. G. dress was given by Prof. L. F. Van 
was characterized by the interest he Van Vleet. John Lloyd Jones responded Hagan after the dinner. Gerald 

took in the development of the young for the initiates, after which their (Continued on page 296) 
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h h ind / through industry VO/. 
GUESSING the road is bad business dislikes, your natural aptitudes, all 

when you are starting on your life point the way for you to go—getting 

work. into creative, statistical,engineering or 

There are plenty of signs in your  sales-promotional work... Read these 

physicaland mental make-up thatwill signs before you start out from col- 

help you to find the right sort rN lege! Today, more than ever 
. . [s/ elim Nz * ¥ 

of work if you’ll only take time & 3) before, industry requires men 

to study them. Your likes and & 4/ who have found themselves. 
carey 

Western Electric 
SINCE 1882 MANUFACTURERS FOR THE BELL SYSTEM 

Please mention The Wisconsin Fngineer when you write
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The modern girl is sure a live wire, Pp. A. D. NOTICE! “Mamma, Mamma, Papa iss kilt!” 
—in fact, she carries practically no When your heels hit hard, ne ink?” i Pp Ikey, vot are you sayink? 

insulation. ral yOUE Feces MUEETS “Hiram choost said de hosses had 
ee nd your thoughts rise up ee up de fedder!” 

“Had a date with Helen last night!” Like froth on beer; “ee “ —Penn Triangle. 
“A little!” ° When your knees are weak, 

, And your voice is strong, oo . : . 
————— And you laugh like a chump It is said that cannibals like their 

AND WE POOR STUDENTS— At some fool song, women half baked, whereas college 

Don’t Know ‘ weve told you, al You're drunk, Old Man, your ™en prefer theirs stewed. 

it so happened last semester that  grunk! ey 

Bob Homewood included a a In an Ad the Oil Company adver- 

to a Hydraulics a ee “he ne She: “Do you think you could  tised: Under proper conditions a quart 
of the bluebooks, an Ph . ‘ tee learn to love me?” of gasoline will move an automobile 
a the aes 43 ound, that Other chump: “Well, I passed four miles. Improperly used in the 
he had given himself a 43. Calculus.” home, it will move two fire trucks, 

Ss —____ two ambulances, and two hearses about 

ag 4 MY ae five fect” The reason for a stag: No doe. the same distance. 
“After digging down five feet”, —— 

wrote Francis Euclide in describing . : 
. : mf Pete Hermansen, since taking DEFINITIONS 

the Chicago caisson method, “the : 5 
walls are lagged with boards held in hydraulics 10, has found that bacteria A college student—one who can 
lace with WHOOPS!” multiply by dividing. tell time by the amount his socks have 

E . slipped. 

. . 3 A certain East Indian, who took Pessimist—the chap who looks both 
ae Why did you strike your great pride in his mastery of the Ways before crossing the street. 

Def dene ‘WEIL. -your’ ‘Konor English language, sent the following Pedestrian—a girl who won’t neck. 

she’s. been studing “how ‘0 develop a to inform his employer that his Hair tonic—liquor reputed to grow 
c & mother had died: “Regret to an- hair on one’s chest. 

rains pesaonallty, ane a nounce that the hand that rocked the 
she walked past me when ac a cradle has kicked the bucket.” ; 
hammer in my hand. We have with us a young man 

—Exchange. who calls his girl grapefruit, because 
Found on a Co-ed’s slicker: As we every time he squeezes her, he gets 

A soldier asked for exemption from show, so shall ye peep. b : hit in the eye. 

church parade on the grounds that he Mich. Technic. Se 

was an agnostic. “ is If you don’t like these jokes, 

“Don’t you believe in the ten com- ee And their dryness makes you groan, 

mandments?” asked an officer. eet Pl do.” Just stroll around occasionally, 

“Not one of them.” nee eae With some good ones of your . 
“Don’t you believe in the observa- “Positively, no.” . yowsowe 

tion of the sabbath?” IEEE, just this time.” She was: 

“No.” T said, No!” Only a telephone girl, but she 
“Good. You are just the man I r ae Ma # the boys are going severed my connections with the 

pave peep looking for to scrub the arefoot now! university. 

arracks. —__ : 
Only an engineers daughter, but 

a The Scotch banker, on hearing that she out me oe wmeng fade . 

SAD POME someone was going to take his offer of O ° nly a redcoats daughter, but she 
Many a man before his day $5,000 to the man who swam the knew Howe. 

Has gone to his sarcophagus, the Atlantic, added that he must , 

For pouring booze, reputed good, swim the distance under water. 

Down his dry esophagus. ———. “A woman can make a monkey out 

— Height of dumbness: Man who Of a man in five minutes.” 
Gradually feminine gender is be’ thinks Oxford bags are English “Yeah, but think of those five. 

coming nuder. co-eds. minutes!” 

I
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Aa A 
i ees - 

i a s ri LINDE OXYG 

Co _ a o De 3 g (Dissaived Acetylene o ee Me ok) . 77 Py 

eh. | owe. 
a os _ URION CaRBIpET, 

eerie 

ee THE FOE 

ree“ no longer scraps metal parts that have 

become badly worn. By oxy-acetylene welding such 

parts are readily built up to size and returned to service 

o as good as new. 

Often wear indicates the desirability of special quali- 

: ties in the wearing surfaces. Oxwelding provides a 

- rapid and effective means of applying bronze as well as 

i abrasion resisting materials such as Haynes Stellite, 

7 thus minimizing the necessity for further renewal. 

i Millions of dollars a year are saved in American in- 

ae dustry by oxwelding — the foe of friction. 

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY, THE PREST-O-LITE COMPANY, INC., 
OXWELD ACETYLENE COMPANY, UNION CARBIDE SALES COMPANY, 

Units of UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION 
General Offices ... 30 E. 42nd St.,N.¥Y. [I] Sales Offices . . . in the Principal Cities 

65 Linde plants . . . 48 Prest-O-Lite plants . . . 174 Oxygen Warehouse stocks . . . 156 Acetylene 

Warehouse stocks . . . 42 Apparatus Warehouse stocks . . . 245 Union Carbide Warehouse stocks 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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CAMPUS NOTES than to that which would be most use- trip to Devil's Lake would be made in 
(Continued from page 292) ful to the engineer in his work. No the summer after the sophomore year. 

“Jerry” C. Ward, instructor in rail- plans have been made as yet, but SS 

way engineering was toastmaster, and Prof. Van Hagan favors separation KING BECOMES WATERTOWN 

Franklin T. Matthias, senior and T. E. of the course from the L. and S. CITY ENGINEER 

insiructor, gave the president’s ad- course, with the establishment of an A real job awaits Ben King, CE 4, 
dress of welcome to the initiates,  ¢xperimental course for engineers, the when he returns to Watertown after 
which was responded to by Theodore — Instructors being a part of the engi- graduating, when he will step into a 
H. Perry on behalf of the new — "eering faculty rather than the regular — two-thousand-a-year job as City Engi- 
Wet bDEEs, English department. Various methods jeer of Watertown, Wis. A small 

Those who are displaying the new and arrangements of courses would be campaign card with his picture on it 
keys on their watch chains are: Lester tested to determine the type of in- seems to have brought results, for he 
W. Bartsch, Donald C. Bangs, struction best suited to the needs of won out against a Marquette Univer- 
Clarence W. Buending, John L. Innes, the average engineering student. The sity man by a margin of some 68 
Leo F. Kosak, Theodore H. Perry, Present course, according to Prof. Van — votes. Congratulations, Benny! 
and Richard E. Wolff. Hagan, is almost identical to that eer 

a used thirty years ago, and the neces: ENGINEERING FACULTY RE- 

FRESHMAN ENGLISH COURSE TO _ sity of a change is felt. SEARCH CONFERENCE 
BE REVISED—CIVILS TO TAKE Another proposed change will be HELD 

DIFFERENT SCHEDULE placed under consideration. This Over 50 members of the engineer- 

A committee has been appointed to change involves the shifting of the jing faculty met at the Univesity club 
study the problem of freshman English schedule to allow the civil engineer’ April 22 for the second annual re- 

for engineers. At the present time ng students to include three non’  gearch conference and smoker. These 
the engineers take the same course as technical credits per semester in their meetings are held for the purpose of 
the letters and science students. The course throughout the four years. allowing the faculty to hear reports 
committee consists of Prof. L. F. Van This would mean the shifting of the on the different research projects on 
Hagan, the chairman, Phof. Edward railway engineering course from the the engineering campus. The com: 

Bennett, and Prof. Frank Dawson. junior year to the sophomore year, mittee for the occasion consisted of of 

The criticism of the present system descriptive geometry would be given Professors Bennett, Dawson, Elliott, 

is that too much attention is paid to in the junior rather than the sopho- Larson, Kowalke, McCaffery, and J. B. 

the classical side of English rather more year, and the annual six weeks’ Kommers, the chairman. 

a 
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| : 6 ¢ >) . > Cut production costs,”’. ... O ((\ se / 
‘ | ) 

; demanded the owners. Barstow engineers de- | | UY 

signed and built a new power house, and were [ 4 

among the first to use powdered coal. ....the NY e ‘\ WS fs kK 
. NY 

plant is still one of the most efficient in the [ Van NN 

Hh ae ile 
United States, all factors considered—includ- i Yaa N @N a ee 

GEN & QE as : eA RS (diel ing interest on investment. ee Sg 

\ = \e v ee »\ 
“It must be an economical building,” said the Ys. i ee i cal ra 

company officials. Barstow engineers planned i A A : i 
TTA economically for present and future needs. ! Ht ie ih 

1) gia 

wr Transportation in Florida swamps was a prob- 

lem. Barstow experts knew that only oxen’s 

y cloven hoofs could find a foothold in the mire. 

% Ox teams speed construction. 

“\ 
4 catia Barstow men are trained to cut costs to a mini- 

; i Yiy mum—by construction methods and by plant 

Sy ef D arrangement and use. We can be of assistance 

sup fi 
EaeeF to you. 

oy 
= Write for our twenty page booklet. 

am W.S. BARSTOW & COMPANY, INc. 
cee Engineering — Design — Construction 

Om 50 Pine Street 412 Washington St. 
Se New York City Reading, Pa. 

LLL AS aT OS TE EN TIT ET TY |S ESO EVES 
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ALUMNI NOTES 

(Continued from page 289) 

0 N/ will later be of service to the government in mapping the 

area. 
nS Fy “An idea of the country may be had from the profile 

data on our first line. We climbed from 250 feet above 

: S C\* sea level to about 1400 feet in about one mile, then dropped 

| about 800 feet in the next half mile.” 

a : 4 Piltz, Russel J., c’26, address: In care of Bennett Allison 

oS Company, 1111 Harney Street, Omaha, Nebraska. 

ie ee WEATHER CONDITIONS IN GREAT HALL — 

a ( MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING 
Q oe - Phd 1676 (Continued from page 283) 

A : oS y | Oe ahr on the dry bulb temperature scale, includes the range be- 

oe rN DARD BY WHICH tween 64° and 72°. For a dry bulb temperature of 68°, 

( Moe ee : this corresponds to a relative humidity of about 40 percent. 

_ oli VE ae 4 1s JUDGED Under normal conditions of operation, the problem of 

_ Ce 8: maintaining a condition of comfort in most buildings is not 
a a all forms a so much one of supplying sufficient heat, (assuming of 

RUBBER INSULATED WIRE anp CABLE course, a properly designed heating plant of ample capacity) 

VARNISHED CAMBRIC WIRE anoCABLE et rather one oF mantaning fe air _ a concn such 

oe ‘ : ; that the heat supplied will be the most effective. Ordinarily 

ee IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE this will require the evaporation of a considerable amount 

- AND TAPES : of moisture in the average building, because when the cold 
: Manufactured 1X) outside air, that replaces the warm inside air from one to 

ZOD 7 a pes, three times each hour by infiltration, undergoes a tempera 

°a*  Okonite Company POLS. ture change from —10° to 70° for example, its relative 

The Okonite:Callender Cable Co,Inc. humidity is reduced to such an extent that we very often 

501 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,- N.Y. live in an atmosphere that is as dry as the air over the 

: Sahara Desert. 

2 This is accounted for by the fact that while the evapora- 
a —_ = eet s tion of snow and ice (or should we say sublimation) on a 

O AY Q eo cold day takes place very slowly, the amount of moisture 
'g ee oe +s 8, : required to saturate the cold air is comparatively small and 

oe ie sees hence its relative humidity may be very high, as indicated 

& Sy yb poe oe of - by Figure 1. When this air is heated to 70°, its capacity 

saa ° seme a cont of est a for moisture, or its absolute humidity, is very appreciably 

: eT 9” gins an os és eS increased, and therefore its relative humidity will be very 
. perso . sec es wee ; spo eos i much less than it was initially. For example, air at 0°F. 

a : dite, 8 gases > \ cee 508 i and a relative humidity of 80%, when heated to 68°F. will 
. * aust, wes < cont? gnat mest a have a relative humidity of only about 5%. 

. es os ane xe E gas'F cols In Great Hall, however, on such occasions as the Junior 

. oe acates cy BM yo PE ge pe f= | Prom and the Military Ball, the effect of the crowd on in . nde acOOSE caved Toi El sia oie sre 
c ghey en O° yas om pen reste side weather conditions alters the situation to such an ex- 

\ aide as oe catshof’ se yore! tent that instead of the air being too dry, it may be too 
o orate FO ¥ ies |= | damp for comfort. 

es oe Compa ce Two conditions arise as a result of the crowd, both of 
LC 30 umel sé - which tend toward their discomfort. Research work carried 

lor Inst ee ae out by Mr. F. C. Houghten* indicates that an average in- 
a [oy ose qos NOP gn 3887 ee dividual normally clothed and at rest gives off about 400 

. * oT RO NG | BTU. (heat uni h hil k will pro- / goes WN OER 0 ose .T.U. (heat units) per hour, while one at worl will pro 
a sa or ona is duce between 550 and 600 B.T.U. per hour by radiation, 

a escent gee rT ; convection, evaporation and exhalation. 
. e yy cf ee Also, the total amount of heat produced by an individual 

: rar R <— 7 for a given degree of activeness remains practically con- 

. Re Ty wee ‘| stant although the amount produced by any one of the fore- 

ae YL ae cL 3 Lee going mehods varies. That is to say, in order to carry away 

Tt mar | RU eK this constant amount of heat produced by the body, Nature 

i | a Ce *Director, Research Laboratory, American Society of Heating and 
es a Ventilating Engineers. 

a
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Tiny Barriers say~- 
J - y tog 

Why doesn’t rust eat into Reading Genuine Puddled 

Wrought Iron Pipe, as it does into ordinary pipe? A 

microscope will tell you—and more than eighty years 

of experience will furnish the proof! For, through- 

out the structure of Reading 5-Point Pipe, millions 

of silicious barriers say “Stop” to corrosion. 

Puddling—the time-tested way of making the origi- 

nal, Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron— distributes 

this silicious element so uniformly that rust can’t find 

When you install Reading a loophole. That's why it is important to insist on 
5-Point Pipe, you are sure that 4 3 . 

pipe maintenance costs will be getting Reading Genuine 

oractically nothing during the Pp | | ae 
entire life of your building! Re- Puddled Wrought ron, ie ut Protections 
member, foo tha ite oli known for generations. Our Beye Maes 

of Reading 5-Point Pipe is only . . ae 
slightly higher than thatof "ame and indented spiral Al rs 
cheap, unsatisfactory pipe. mark protect you. gins 

< a READING IRON COMPANY, Reading, Pennsylvania KS re 
Atlanta - Baltimore + Cleveland +: NewYork - Philadelphia 4 elt ala 

Boston - Cincinnati - St.Louis - Chicago - New Orleans a ey 
Buffalo - Houston - Tulsa - Seattle - San Francisco Vad tetas 

Detroit - Pittsburgh - Los Angeles - Kansas City Xy Motel iy 

ea GENUINE PUDDLED WROUGHT IRON (Binion: wa 

es EAI JIN SG PIP 5 

Science and Invention Have Never Found a Satisfactory Substitute for Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron 
LS a SS ST SSS SS 1 SSS SSS
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Study Engineering a 
In Cool Colorado cei aa ei 

a Paneer LEE (ie B i 1 
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. S85 2 eee a In the control of manufacturing processes, 

+ Golden de at the foot of the Rocky Mountain Range. this quartz spectroscope is widely used for 
welve miles to the east lies Denver, with 325,000 inhab- ‘ inati ai . 

itants. To the west is the great Continental Divide, with the quick determination of the elements of 
streams and forests and snow-capped peaks rising to the sky. metals, liquids, gasses and all compounds 

Engineering Summer School of the that can be volatilized. 
Rocky Mountain Region Because the optical instruments built by 

Basic engineering courses in Mathematics, Chemistry, . feel Physics, English and Design, Also. Assaying, Geology, Bausch &Lomb are so precise, accurate and 
Analytical Mechanics, Graphic Statics, Strength of Mate- dependable, they are being called on more 
rials and Plane and Mine Surveying. Preparatory Subjects . 
of Chemistry, Physics, Advanced Algebra and Solid Geom: and more to solve the problems of industry. 
etry offered for students deficient in entrance requirements. 

June 30 to August 22, 1930 . 

This Sommer Session is given especially for jetudents Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. 
who wish to make up work or to secure additional credits. 7 
All work is conducted by the regular Faculty of the School 635 St. Paul Street, Rochester, New York 
of Mines. For catalog of the Summer Session, write to the 

Registrar for Booklet L-21. For Better Vision—Orthogon Lenses 
Gold Colorado School of Mines  Cctcrato 
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Sac eins sada 8 aa Re signed by Horace Trumbauer. 
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followed by a very decided rise during the first dance. 

Good Tools Produce Frora here on each of the following dances has a decided 

e hump of its own on the relative humidity curve. Note 

Better Wor Ik, More Easily also ” hast while the temperature of the incoming air 
gradually decreased throughout the entire evening, the 

Age PRECISION tools which save valu- _|temperature of the air leaving the Hall rose from about 61° 

able time and reduce the chances of spoiled to 70° during the first dance and remained practically 

work, are aids which every manufacturer and tool —_ [constant for the remainder of the evening. Inasmuch as 

user seeks. the average relative humidity between 10:00 p. m. and 2 

To the manufacturer, items which save time and a, mm, wine abet: 407%), the, chant wend imply Sha yaw 
. . . should have been reasonably comfortable at the 1930 Prom, 

decrease spoilage increase profits and show a saving except perhaps during a short period near mid-night when 
on cost schedules. Even though he keeps machinery the relative humidity rose to about 53%. 

of the most modern type and workmen of the most In the Great Hall, fresh air is supplied through grilles in 

skillful class, he must have good tools to increase _| the dome of the ceiling, after passing through heating coils, 
their efficiency and cut down time for setting up and if necessary, and is exhausted through grilles in the south 

checking machine work. wall benches. Obviously, as long as the temperature of 

Te thewoikras dtoal: di dper- the outside air is sufficiently low, air can be supplied at a 

w aN, 800 tools are o irect and per temperature such that in falling from the dome to the 
sonal advantage. However skillful the machinist, breathing line, it will be tempered to a value conducive to 
he must have accurate aids to check his various steps comfort. To calculate the temperature at which fresh air 
in producing fine work. Tools which decrease the | must be supplied in order to carry away the excess heat 
chance of costly error, materially increase his skill developed by dancers, the following regulationship can be 

and his value. used: 
Qx 60x (T,—T,) 

a) He 
: : x5 

pall pe where H = Excess B.T.U. per hour = 362,000 B.T.U. 

de checking fine machine operations Q =Cubic feet of air supplied per minute =12,300 
*.y quickly. There isa Brown & Sharpe T, = Temperature of incoming air. 

TP Tool for every mechanical require- Ty = Final Temperature = 65°F. 

2. ciara boteace alice 0 55 == Number of cubic feet of air that can be raised 
; La Ste warded on request. Brown & Sharpe in temperature 1°F. by the addition of one 

\ Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I. B.T.U. 

ae 55 H 
SS (2) Or T,==T, ————— = 38°F. 

oy Wa Q x 60 
Pe , ee The actual average values of T, and T, for the night of 
eZ > BS April 7-8 from Figure 1, was 37°F. and 67°F. respectively 

» : me @ a 7\ Let us assume now that the outside temperature was 40°F. 
| as Pe instead of 22°F. The heat supplied by the dancers is still 

Pal os ee = 550,000 B.T.U. per hour but the heat loss from the build- 
es ea a 
rep | tes ing is reduced to the extent that the excess heat to be 

hk a as | a a a carried away is now 441,000 B.T.U. instead of 362,000 

bat - pe io 2 aS B.T.U. per hour. Solving again for T, from equation (2): a \ es te 
t ; ee Wie Of ee ae E 

= beds ogy eee) , 55 S¢ 441,000 
ve wz . ied ae ; which means that to maintain an inside temperature of 

eg a Se e ad 65°F. would necessitate the installation of some sort of 

stl — ae cooling system, or increasing the supply of air, Q, from 

12,300 C.F.M. to 16,200 C.F.M. obtained by solving for 

Brown & Sharpe °° P 60 < (65 — 40) 
55 X 441,000 Tools = Ha 60 X (65 — 40) 

It is true that opening the windows on such occasions 
“ World’s Standard of Accuracy” will relieve montis i dancing, but with the outside 

sss temperature at 40°F., such a procedure is hardly advisable 

_ from the standpoint of uncomfortable drafts for those who 

a a a i
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‘aah ial re \ea AR >| . Hele! ‘ iN he eS ‘ Many of the products of Allis-Chalmers are of 

. og) ee + > e mo such a nature that they, require extensive testing 

{ ae Ca ea during the process of development and after the 
ea a. a eek machines are constructed. Often special materials 

Test OFT 000 H.-P. a ere are needed or new methods of construction are 
El Motor end ao necessary in order to build a machine that will 

Set Ca. A x awe WAG | produce the best results when in commercial 
. ia -« oa Oe. 4.) a operation. This testing and development work is 

. ae Cin SAA carried on under the supervision of competent 
eee e PN Bei et me" engineers on the various test floors and in the 

lend So ee aR a = laboratories. 

Seer en Ss en aes oe s Miniature hydraulic turbine models and cen- 
ace a kl et : a 

p | ies : oc c trifugal pumps are tested for efficiency and 

aw. Fe Been is | foe we cther characteristics in one of the most exten- 
(| TH | eR | ie _ on Test sive hydraulic test pits in this country. The 

aa a ET if aly EEE electrical test floor is busy at all times determin- 
es I a enna a \ : Ze E> ing the characteristics of a wide variety of elec- 

A ey a | vf hn, trical machinery. And so it is with all of the 
ee Z Paid Bis Allis-Chalmers products that it is physically 
etl ee CVG, Yee ; : ‘ - a Nee fr ant steam tur- ‘Transformer pe “ig ee a NEA , i. possible to test ranging from gi: ste 

Testing Apparatus TO op CP ee | o_o bines of more than a 100,000 kw. capacity down 

Operaring. Cal ee. a — ON ~ to farm and industrial tractors. 
Ms ay [72 oN Ome 

ru 4 o Se 

Overspeed run in con. be™ oF cae b Ne a 
crete test pit of 65,000 ft: . (May pu LW] 
KV-A Water Wheel wy .. — \ is H 

Generator DY i. Xe. 2 a —" MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S. Ale 

1855 ’ SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY ‘ 1930 

“ 

Cupolas controlled from the laboratory 
White hot rivers of metal, pouring from big cupolas in tory and cupola chemists. It means that constantly, as the 

Crane foundries, are even more thoroughly analyzed, metals pour out, the proportion of silicon, manganese, 

more carefully watched, than the drinking water pouring carbon, phosphorus, calcium, pure iron, are known and 

from a faucet in a well-ordered city. uniformly maintained. It means immediate correction of 

sae . : any variation and rejection of faulty materials. 
Because correct chemical ingredients in valve metals are y a y 

me essential fo absolute safety and right functioning of a pip- From specifications of raw materials to final installation, 
ing installation as pure water to human health, Crane Co. * , 

‘ntains laborat trol of 1 Crane Co. knows its products and what they will do. 
maintains laboratory control of cupolas. 4 

“ y P How Crane Co. developed the background for this 

This means that experts in the metallurgical and physical knowledge makes an absorbing story. Iris titled Proneer- 
testing of metals are responsible for the quality of every ing in Science. You are cordially invited to send for your 
valve and fitting turned out. It means that tensile strength, copy. Aside from its interest, you will find it a splendid 

yield point, elongation, and reduction of area of test bars reference book on the reactions of metals to high temper- 
taken every hour of the day’s run are known to labora- atures and pressures. 

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS 

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET 

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety Cities
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ttt ta nt th ttt — i — a — en —ieky | sit along the walls during rest periods. Starchy foods have 

| | also been suggested as a means of keeping a stiff upper 
! l lip when the air becomes oppressive. 

| ! Experimental data are also available* by means of which 

! PANTORIUM CO ! | the approximate condition of the air with respect to rela- 
| e ! tive humidity could also be predetermined for the purpose 

| ! | of designing air conditioning equipment, but for the pur- 

| | pose of this article the actual average amount of moisture 

| | evaporated by the dancers per hour can be readily calculated 

| ! | from the information given on Figure 1, and knowing the 

| | amount of air suppied to the Hall per unit time by the fan 

| | system. 
! | From a psychrometric chart, (see A.S.H. & V.E. Guide) 

l | | it is found that the moisture content of air at 22°F. and 
| MADISON'S | a relative humidity of 77%, (using average values for the 

| | night of February 7-8) is 12 grains per pound, while at 

| MASTER CLEANERS | 67°F, and a relative humidity of 41% the moisture con- 

| | tent is 47 grains per pound. Hence with the fan system 

! | supplying 12,300 C.F.M., the average rate of moisture 

! | evaporation by the crowd must have been about 276 pounds 

| ! or 33 gallons per hour. Near mid-night, at which time 

| ! Figure 1 indicates the crowd was at its best, the rate of 
| | evaporation went up to about 43 gallons per hour. Figure 

! | 1 also clearly shows that there were five dances, each about 

| I a half hour in length, following the Grand March which 
! | apparently started about 9:30 p. m. with 500 couples on 

! 558 Srate Sr. Puone B. 1180 ' the floor, the latter figure would mean an evaporation of 

i about one fifth of a pint or 0.2 of a pound per capita per 

etn sn tt tet titan | dance; or a loss in weight by evaporation, for the entire 

evening, of one pound per person, statistics from the 

| Rathskeller to the contrary, notwithstanding. 

rs | *1930 Guide. A.S.H. & V.E. P. 100. 

SURVEYING DE LUXE IN VENEZUELA 

: 2 Continued from page 282 

| Your , ext | | cause some of the frosh civils get come pretty large 

| ! | closures on their compass traverses right here at Wiscon- 
| | sin. 

| | The largest grievance of the party is the lack of organiza- 

| ! | tion. Mr, Hanson tells us that the Engineering Department 

| ! | and the Geophysical Department have absolutely no co- 

| ! operation. A large amount of time is wasted by one de- 

Typing job will be correctly partment doing work that the other has just completed. 

1 : On the whole Mr. Hanson is enjoying his work in 

| and accurately typed at ! Venezuela very much. He thinks Wisconsin has a very 
! ! fine course in surveying. This should cheer up the poor 

fellows who still work on the University’s farms. 

PATENT ENGINEERING 
i i (Continued from page 281) 

i {| more trade-marks he scans the list of proposed new marks 
2 . i in the Gazette to determine whether any of these conflict 

The College Typing i with those owned by the corporation so that opposition 

i i proceedings may be instituted promptly. He likewise scans 
i Company i pe list of patent suits both filed and decided so that he will 
i i | be posted on Titigation involving patents in which the 

j 315 Campus Arcabe Bapcer 3747 | | Corporation is interested. 
i i The patent engineer should read the published decisions 

het nn nt ne nt eng | iN patent and trade-mark matters in both the Gazette and 

aaa
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Penny-saving is the order of the day in modern ASME ia Aegan mae Rt sa 
industry. Manufacturers are cutting their costs A Rex Belt Conveyor for handling rock 

—cutting them from the very beginning—and 

the savings come on down to the consumer. | : 3 we. MN | 
1 ee A! 

Much of the saving is in the handling of bulk : . i aN : 
material. Right at the mine, the cost of iron ' _ Ve 4s RS 
and steel is reduced by mechanical handling of 1 a oo : ab | 
the iron ore. Loading and unloading of cars and 7, Vee ak aN | | 
even boats is now done by machinery instead of - aoc 4 » | 

— ; ; - pe a ff _ ES Ss can a \ 

=o ay iil te SE Se, agua . AY 
ten sen ea ft 2 

ee : Se 
soa || i hee 4 dole A Rex Scraper Conveyor 

ea NY Ge ge Bs : . 
eh | | eee mma, ye > by slow and costly human labor. A fraction of a 
A SF ae iV 4 LY cent a ton saved in the cost of handling the coal 

py ae? mea 7.7. me burned in the factory may mean thousands of 
Ea Pe rig -—. dollars by the end of the year—and a radical 
walle id “a £4 difference in the price which the consumer pays 

A Rex Pivoted Bucket Carrier for handling coal for the finished product or for light and heat. 

___ _ —_ Rex Bulk Handling Equipment is doing its 
a ; eee share in reducing costs. In every part of the 

a ssa EE i country, in mine, mill and factory, Rex Equip- 
i oe & pf — ment is at work, handling cement, stone, sand, 
— ~t_] &§ aN 2 | - phosphate rock, coal, ore, and other materials 

: i 2 SN more quickly, more cheaply. 

i “> i es a CHAIN BELT COMPANY 
-— “a. _ a. — . . 

|. * — , 757 Park Street Milwaukee, Wis. 
=. — i Cable Address: Beltchal 

— =— — Power Transmission 7 Conveying 
A Rex V-Bucket Conveyor Construction Equipment 

f IB! © A NIV 
iW) foie ay (ok Bi 

THE STEARNS CONVEYOR COMPANY, _ Division of Chain Belt Company, East 200th St. and St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 

CONCRETE MIXERS ¢ PAVERS ¢ PLASTER MIXERS ¢ PUMPS + SAWRIGS © CHAIN ¢ SPROCKETS 

BUCKETS - TRANSMISSION - ELEVATORS - CONVEYORS - TRAVELING WATER SCREENS 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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DYNAMITE clears the way for modern engineering wonders! | U. S. Daily so that he may be well informed on the trend 
r : Sey [of patent law. Often he finds decisions which may be 

- = ee & «8 used directly to good advantage in the prosecution of 
¢ a Dees | th patent applications. A “pat” decision for the case in hand 

z 2 : Bi) lis very. desirable. 

L - : : The patent engineer should scan the new patents in 
_ : : the Canadian and British Official Journals. Often patents 
roe og _ 3 are issued in Canada and Great Britain to inventors before 
i ; : corresponding patents are issued in the United States, es- 
i ag . pecially at the present time since the United States Patent 

‘ : Office is so far behind in its work. It is comparatively 
; : ; easy to obtain patents in these two countries so that they 

ies : issue at an early date after filing and these patents there- 
a i esa OTR ee fore constitute an advance notice of what probably has been 

bas. : Welt [a 3 os ex filed in the United States Patent Office and the patent 
| F es Ee . a oe Boe] \engineer may act accordingly. It also may be desirable to 

| a ge Sat” JX eal : igre! = {\keep in touch with the patents issued in other countries. 
a oe e oo x ad ee a = The patent engineer should be in charge of the note 
pa I oo A er 8 | books kept by the various emplo ees of the corporation and (ee mee Oy OOS PE Dy a : ie gi VO ae Fog Wes) | Pecially those of the research men. He sees that they are 
P= an a ae) Va. we | kept properly, that they may be used in patent actions as 
Lo SN cae ee eee | interferences and litigation. 

In patent office interferences and patent suits the patent 
New York Central used engineer prepares the technical side of the case for the 

patent attorney. He helps obtain and prepare exhibits, he 
DYN AMITE may interview and prepare witnesses and is the attorney’s 

right hand man during the taking of testimony, preparing 
to widen its main line from of briefs, etc. He must know all the technical phases of 

“ ‘ the matter in litigation. It is desirable to know the com- 
Storm King to Manitou? mercial phases when infringement damages are considered. 

He may be called on to write license agreements. He 
Te task of clearing the way dams, subways. It digs coal, |should know the technical details involved in the license so 

for additional tracks on the quarries rock... unearths raw |that he may advise patent counsel. 
main line of a busy system seems materials that go into the mak- . : . 
an almost impossible undertak- ing of a thousand and one every-| The patent engineer directs the marking of the products 
ing. And yet the New York Cen- day products. of the corporation with the proper patent numerbs. He tral Railroad aid it. — No engineer of tomorrow can |also supervises the proper marking of registered trade- easy Siom Kingts Meniou, pr ast know al sherle aia and copyrighted labels 
nearly 15 miles + é + ew funnels es dynamite: megane A corporation may receive many suggestions about 
eoeure]) ong an vet high, plosives ond how to use them |@leged new ideas from people not in its employ. It also 
removed—while 125 trains per... now... while you’re stillin|may have patents offered to it. The patent engineer 
day sped by within a few feet of college. usually passes on these or refers them to the proper person 
Ne tte auch-atéat All you need to do is to write | for further study since he is familiar with all phases of the 
swonld haya beewspractically ia.  Se*gt) cut Companyon s "Thy | CotPoration’ business. 
poses: ae ene potdu Font book contains a wealth of infor-| The patent engineer should supervise employees’ contracts. 

OtNh 000 cube yurda of rock Went manon eametby anFou te This is a matter which has to be handled carefully. 
vhrough ane this famous ‘rail: 128 years’ experience in making | A patent engineer must have the proper technical train- 
freight “vet and Unproving explesives. Se ing. He must have enough knowledge of patent procedure 
What a part dynamite playsin pact and handy . . . it is used in and patent law so that he may advise the technical staff 
modern life! It breaks ground the classrooms andl dormitories af about ordinary patent matters and so that he may write Ga teeey, Syren Se meer oibelensatalnie |epin cate and specication, THis Haowlclign may 
construction of bridges, roads, waiting for you. Write for it. |gained by experience in a patent department or patent at- 

torney’s office by a technical man. Above all he must have 
common sense and tact and be able to gain the confidence 

EXPLOSIVES of the other employees, as he must often have their co- 
were operation. He must have the confidence of the employees 

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. so that they will freely accept his advice and decisions in 
Explosives Dept. WILMINGTON, DEL. | natent matters. As an example, occasionally an employee 
—_—_—_—_—_————ans |DClieves another one is erroneously credited with an in- 

2am
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HOW HERCULES EXPLOSIVES ADVANCE CIVILIZATION 

SUES ee OPO 
Po Ce ee Te ee 

ee ee | 
ee | oe ae 

al a es ee te, eB on a 
Mets tee ha as a Se PEXPLOSIVES 

CA i ao 4 MAKE POSSIBLE THE 

7 Mae CUNNATION'S HIGHWAYS 

i. - Rencnses h dri | iy on when you drive over 

ee cou an Ces we America's roads—a network of highways that knits the 

es es Se country from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Canada 

' aoe \ ae to the Gulf of Mexico—you are indirectly utilizing another 

Ve of explosives’ many contributions to our civilization. 
y i toe 

my ies 
ry . eee For dynamite makes the modern highway possible. Stone, 

p Br [EIEN 
SN cement, asphalt, and other road-building materials —all 
ey! es 

: ee Ps. are first wrested from the earth by explosives. Explosives 

ee Mie sat also blast trails over mountains, drain encroaching waters, 

Rs — me o oa aid in the construction of bridge abutments, and in other 
iene cs : ae ener 9 

ee ee ee es ways afford easier access to cities and towns. 
co ne : 

Pee f a 7 ‘e 

. — ie Not only in road building, but in many industries—on land 

y 4 SS le and sea and underground—explosives are helping us 

re AR US a enjoy a richer, fuller civilization. 

vate ES, Lo ha 3 In these achievements, Hercules explosives have played, 

Cr 7 Me ; : d will continue to play, an important part. You will find Cals Gj fs ie F : A and will continue to play, p part. You will fi 

. 4 acca nee ; it well worth while to know more about this engineering 

Ly oN Boe (eee j tool. Write for a copy of The Explosives Engineer. 

i OO LE ee 
(4, HERCULES 

SS WG Ga tes 

4 & fas : o POWDER COMPANY 
ra fests ae ae (INCORPORATED) 

e (Ea Nana pe 
/ ay 941 KING STREET 

YO os WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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{ =e J] | vention. The patent engineer must have the confidence 

PERRI MA EVES SARE (AWAY S MARKER EWETH TE “eiawono” <ERS of the employees involved so that they will accept his de- 
! : oe = | |\cision after he makes an investigation of such cases. He 

a 2) : FX. | must have initiative and imagination combined with a legal 

t i i AF *\ |mind. Details are all-important and he must have the 
T (2 = ee TF | . . 
a Cie i as I tetas patience not to avoid them. Since he has all of the con- 

ye fe: . gegen erm, \fidential technical information with reference to the cor- 
a as | SS poration’s processes and products at his disposal, he must 

ee —— —— gene m |be trustworthy. He must be able to write good English 
SS ae So aa — sae age and express himself clearly. A reading knowledge of Ger- 

: J 4 Ti eerie eee |man and French is desirable but usually not necessary. He 

ea he — oe Le | must keep in touch with the literature relating to the 
cs a : pa er - — corporation’s work. 
2 2 Pete Gay cee fer . : 
=.) .— ih ee n a es | In my opinion a patent engineer has as many and proba- 

L = No ‘ a e MLSs . a. y 4 bly more opportunities than technical men in other lines. He 

, = if 2 te on | ey | | |may make himself highly valuable to the corporation as a 

Boa | <@ ee i, patent engineer. He may become a patent attorney by 
4 a Bz a : ee ; : i EM | |passing the bar examinations. Because he is in touch with 

nen =| ae a | a all phases of the corporation’s activities and since it often is 

en aia op apres B 1 |nccessary to direct investigational work he may demonstrate 

A‘‘crew” of Jenkins Iron Body Valves a a that he is well fitted to become director of development or 
= research. If he has any abiliy as an executive or as a 

negotiator, there usually are opportunities to demonstrate 

A ll f these abilities from time to time. 

per orm as one At the present time there is a considerable call for 
. . patent engineers if the advertisements in the technical press 

All Jenkins Valves . . . like the men who make are any criterion. It is a most interesting field. Success in 

the crew... perform alike vse smooth and sure, this profession depends, as in others, largely upon ability 
with that uniform precision that wins in the grind. i 7 

to observe, ability to get along with other men, and upon 

Because all Jenkins Valves .. . although of many common sense. The novice, such as a technical graduate, 

different types. . . are made alike. .. of the same usually does not know whether he has a “legal mind” until 

selected and analyses-controlled metals, to the he has tried it out. The first year of the novice in a 

same high Jenkins standard of casting, machining, patent department may be difficult because he is entering 

threading and assembling. The long, leak-tight, an entirely new field. During that year his net worth to 

and economical performance of any one Jenkins the corporation usually is close to zero. At the end of 

is typical of what to expect from every Jenkins. that time he should know whether he still wishes to be- 

Jenkins are made in bronze and iron, in standard, come a patent engineer. Even if he’’does not continue, I 

medium and extra heavy patterns for practically believe the experience will be of much value to him. In- 
every power plant, plumbing, heating, fire pro- stead of entering the patent department of a corporation 

tection or equipment service. directly the technical graduate may first spend a year or 

. two in the technical departments. A year or two in the 
Send for a booklet descriptive of patent office at Washington is helpful. I do not believe 
Jenkins Valves fo r any pe of that it matters which course is pursued because in the end 

Stine) building in which you may be the ability of the individual his f It i 
ees interested. y of the individual governs his future. It is a 
a a matter of acquiring both the technical and patent knowledge 

ele \ JENKINS BROS as it relates to the corporation’s business and that requires 

Vee \ BO ye See a * : New Yorke Xs a certain amount of effort regardless of the method which 
4 133. No. Seventh Suet | Philadelphia, Pa. de weed. 

646 Washington Boulevard . Chicago, Ill. 
JENKINS BROS., LIMITED ee 

Montreal, Canada London, England 

PROBLEMS OF THE YOUNG ENGINEER 
e (Continued from page 278) 

J en kins sordid four-score years at best and then buried with the 

rest. Life is too short to spend 90% of it in the mere 
VA LV E S mechanics of keeping alive. So even though you are sold 

on this Happy Hunting Ground idea take time out to play. 
Since 1864 Dream of the past, plan for the future, but live in the 

————————— es | Present. 

aaa
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TIMKEN © BEARING 

Pe. i A ee ae eae 

ft 2 = oe ee 
Well 

Pavi g the Way to P fits\ 
This is the direct route to self-destruction—bringing in ‘i 
profit; the road that takes the machines that have within 

friction-load off power; the them the elements of self-pres- 
way to longer life for machin- ervation... Timken tapered 
ery; a short cut to saving in construction, Timken POSI- 

lubrication...the way that TIVELY ALIGNED ROLLS and 

modern industry takes toleave Timken-made steel, these ex- 

Waste in the dust of days that clusive carriers of all loads, 

are done. whether radial, thrust, or both. 

Industry is on the right track, Industry is Paving the Way 
and to today’s student engi- to Profits when it selects 
neers will be entrusted the fu- “Timken Bearing Equipped” 
ture responsibility for keeping in designing and buying ma- 
it there...by throwing out chinery of all kinds wherever 
machines that are bound to wheels and shafts turn. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO 

roter DIO AIRIING oN TIMKEN Zc BE 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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THE MOBILIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL practicable with as little governmental supervision as possible 

ORGANIZATIONS FOR WAR SERVICE and very few governmental restrictions will be placed on- 

(Continued from page 279) the actual supervision of construction, as little, in fact, as 

pertaining to the district easily available. The details of is compatible with high efficiency and output. 

each district management and organization is provided for in The Cooperation of Business in the Military Scheme 

the branch unit pans. In times of peace, each district does With the realization that war is a complex business 

not maintain a central office, but several districts are con’ problem as well as a problem in tactics and strategy, the 

solidated into one office. War Department is endeavoring to acquire the cooperation 

Method of Devising Plans for Supply of business and industry in the formulation of war plans. 

For the preliminary data from which plans are devised, Business is ready and willing to cooperate. Therefore; in- 

specifications for any specific item are prepared by the stead of merely the Army and Navy as offensive and de- 

supply branch responsible for it and the specifications fensive powers, we have, in fact the Army, the Navy and 

checked by the Assistant Secretary of War. Plants and Business. 

factories which will provide that particular item are then All of the departments of planning and procurement 

allocated to the branch whose duty it is to supply that are constantly in touch with civilian leaders. Direct co- 

item in proportion to their needs. Furthermore, the items operation has been secured from more than six hundred 

to be produced are apportioned by the supply branches to civilians, many of whom are nationally prominent in the 

the districts and individual producers so as to equalize the business and engineering world. In addition to these 

Iood en cach producer with regard to available power, contacts, arrangements have been made and contracts signed 

labor, possible new facilities, transportation, fuel and like to apply in emergencies with more than ten thousand in- 

necessities. dustrial plants in the various industrial districts. In ad- 

As soon as plans have been completed for the procure’ dition to these, help is being furnished in the: study of 

ment of any item, the specific procurement plan for that the problem of business organization of an army, especially 

item is submitted by the chief of the supply branch to as it concerns an adequate and rapid supply, by technical 

the office of the Assistant Secretary of War. Thereafter publications, educational institutes and various professional 

it is revised and reviewed to keep it up-to-date and usable societies. With all this backing, it is certain that, should 

at any specified time upon short notice. a major emergency arise, our country will be able to meet 

In all of these plans, the War Department does not the issue squarely and efficiently, without the excessive 

figure in the actual managing of the industries unless waste of supplies which characterized our army in the last 

absolutely necessary. Plants will be operated as far as is great World War. 

SoS 

Thank You! 
We want you to know that we appreciate the business 

with which you favored us the past school year, and 

trust that the service has proven entirely satisfactory. 

May we be favored with your future printing? 

BLIED PRINTING COMPANY 

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING 

114 E WASHINGTON AVE. MADISON, WISCONSIN 
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W 7HEN Mr. Consumer quits for the day, he wants to relax. 

Sia] | If he sa radio fan, he wants freedom from line voltage 

“BUMPS fluctuation; if he reads, he wants steady light; if movies are his 
COMPRESSORS weakness, he wants them flickerless. 

Stationary and Portable . a . . 

CONDENSERS In Flint, Michigan... city of automobile manufacture oe 
~ and Auxiliaries” they have to relax. But they are wide awake on the subject of 

DIESELENGINES || _ lighting. 
"GAS ENGINES > ae ae 

FEEDWATER HEATERS They wanted dependable low-cost power for their lighting 
WATER, OlLand system, and they got it... with a modern Worthington 3-cylinder 

GASOLINE METERS. — 4-cycle Diesel Engine direct-connected to an a. c. generator. 

V-DRIVES. Lo . Lo . 
MULTE VDRIVES 8 Now in its third year of service, this unit is rendering steady, 

CHROMIUM TLATING | dependable service... representative of the performance prom- 

Literature on request | ised for and delivered by every Worthington Diesel Engine. 
= so soo Write for information on this type of equipment. 

Eee WORTHINGTON PUMP AND MACHINERY CORPORATION 
Works: Harrison, N.J. Cincinnati, Ohio Buffalo, N.Y. __ Holyoke, Mass. 

Executive Offices: 2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISON, N. J. 

District Sales Offices and Representatives: 
ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS EL PASO LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHIA ST, PAUL. SEATTLE 
BOSTON CINCINNATI DENVER HOUSTON NEW ORLEANS PITTSBURGH SALT LAKE CITY TULSA 
BUFFALO CLEVELAND DETROIT KANSASCITY NEW YORK ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON 

Branch Offices or Representatives in Principal Cities of all Foreign Countries 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write 
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Word in Turbine 
Elevation of the G-E vertical compound turbine-generator C e 

An important departure in apparatus engineering 

is the General Electric vertical compound turbine- 
generator. In this machine, the high-pressure ele- 
ment, heretofore separate, is built on top of the 

low-pressure generator. 

JOIN US IN THE GENERAL This compact construction does away with the 

ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST necessity for building a separate foundation for 

EVERY) SATURDAY EVENING the high-pressure unit, permits the use of one set 
ON A NATION-WIDE N.B.C. . . ee 

CERUORE of air coolers, requires less piping, and conserves 

floor space. 

Test men—veterans, as well as more recent grad- 

GENERAL uates of engineering colleges—take charge of the 
machine after assembly, test for oil leaks, bring it 

ELE( [ RIC up to speed and check balance in the initial run, 

and set the emergency and operating governors. 
Electrical tests follow after the generators are 
coupled on. This work is part of the training 

program for general, industrial, sales, or advanced 

engineering work with the General Electric Com- 

pany. 
95-769DH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
a aS aT Ba a BETS EE ST a TS ST OE ST SLL 
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